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BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSIONS
Calendar 2011

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

April 3 - 8

UNITED STATES

June 22 - 30

CHINA

October 20 - 29

CHILE & PERU

November 19 - 25

(The dates are subject to change)
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HRH Prince Philippe
of Belgium
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HRH Prince Philippe was born on 15 April
1960 in Brussels, Belgium, as first child of
HM King Albert II and HM Queen Paola. He
is first in the line of succession to the throne
of Belgium and, as such, he bears the title
of Duke of Brabant.

The Prince holds an Honorary Doctorate of
the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (conferred
in 2002).

On the 4th of December 1999, the Prince married Miss Mathilde d’Udekem d’Acoz.

On August 6, 1993, by Government decision, Prince Philippe was appointed Honorary Chairman of the Belgian Foreign Trade
Board (BFTB). He succeeded to his father,
who had been Honorary Chairman of the
BFTB since 1962.

On the 25th of October 2001 Princess Mathilde
gave birth to a daughter, Princess Elisabeth.
Her brother Prince Gabriel was born on the
20th of August 2003. On the 4th of October
2005, Princess Mathilde gave birth to Prince
Emmanuel. Princess Eléonore, the fourth
child, was born on 16 April 2008.
At the end of secondary school, which he
attended both in French and in Dutch, the
Prince continued his education at the Royal
Military Academy from which he graduated
in 1981. He then subsequently qualified as
fighter pilot (1982) and as a paratrooper- and
commando officer before assuming command
over a paratrooper platoon. The Prince’s military career further led him to his current rank
of Lieutenant General and Vice Admiral in the
Armed Forces (as from March 2010).
Prince Philippe completed his academic training at Trinity College, University of Oxford
(UK) and at the Graduate School of Stanford
University (USA) where he took a “Master of
Arts Degree” in political science in 1985.

As a result of the increasing number of commitments, the “Household of Prince Philippe”
was created in 1992.

In this capacity, Prince Philippe has headed
more than forty important economic missions, of which the most recent are China
& Hong-Kong and Bahrain & Qatar (2007),
USA (Seattle) & Canada (Vancouver), Egypt,
Argentina & Uruguay and Indonesia & Singapore (2008), Mexico & Panama, the Republic
of Korea, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and
Morocco (2009) and just recently India, Brazil,
Kazakhstan and Ukraine (2010).
On 3 May 2003, Prince Philippe was appointed
Honorary Chairman of the Board of the Foreign Trade Agency, replacing the BFTB.
On June 21, 1994 he became a member of
the Senate.
In addition to his various official duties, Prince
Philippe concentrates on gaining more indepth knowledge of his country, its role and
its image in the world and in international
relations.
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The Prince is keenly interested in the situation of young people and their integration in
the society of tomorrow. He therefore visits
schools and universities, but also follows
closely various social issues such as unemployment and the struggle against poverty
and exclusion.
In May 1997, Prince Philippe was appointed
Honorary Chairman of the Belgian Federal
Council for Sustainable Development, created
after the Conference of Rio.
In 1998 the Prince Philippe Fund was created,
with the aim of fostering exchanges between
citizens or organisations from all three Communities of our country.
In 2003, Prince Philippe became Honorary
Chairman of BIO (Belgian Investment Company for Developing Countries).
Since 2004, Prince Philippe is also Honorary
Chairman of the European Chapter of the
Club of Rome and of the International Polar
Foundation.
In May 2004, Prince Philippe obtained his
licence as a civilian helicopter pilot.
He spends his rare leisure moments at home
with his family and also likes to read, especially on subjects related to the problems and
challenges confronting men and women in
today’s society. He practises sports regularly
and is keen to maintain a healthy physical
condition.

HE Steven Vanackere
Deputy Prime Minister
of Belgium and Belgian
Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Institutional Reform
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ACADEMIC CAREER

• 1993-2000
Managing Director of the Port of Brussels, Belgium

• Latin-Mathematics
Saint-Albertus College of Carmelite Fathers, Haasrode

• 1995-1999
Head of Cabinet of Jos Chabert, Minister of Economic Affairs,
Budget, Finance and External Relations of the Brussels Capital
Region Government

• Bachelor in Political Sciences
Catholic University of Leuven, 1985

• 2000-2005
Deputy Director General of MIVB/STIB (urban public transport
company of Brussels), Belgium

• Master in Law
Catholic University of Leuven, 1987
• Master in Economics
Catholic University of Leuven, 1988

• 2004-2007
Member of the Flemish Regional Parliament
• Since 2006
Alderman in the Brussels City Council (Economics, Trade, Port,
Flemish Affairs)

PROFESSIONAL CAREER
• 1987-1988
Attaché at KREDIETBANK n.v./s.a.

• 2007-2008
Minister of Welfare, Public Health and Family Affairs in the
Flemish Regional Government

• 1988-1989
Advisor to the Board of BAC-COB and Advisor at CEPESS
(Centre of Economical, Political and Social Studies of the
Belgian Christian Democratic Party)

• 2008-2009
Deputy Prime Minister of Belgium and Belgian Minister of the
Civil Service, Public Enterprise and Institutional Reform.

• 1990-1991
Advisor to Herman Van Rompuy, President of the Flemish
Christian Democratic Party CVP
• 1991-1993
Deputy Head of Cabinet of Jos Chabert, Minister of the Budget,
Finance, Civil Service and External Relations of the Brussels
Capital Region Government
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HE Jean-Claude
Marcourt
Vice-President and
Minister of Economy,
SME, Foreign Trade and
New Technologies of the
Walloon Government
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• 2004-2009:
Minister of Economy, Employment, Foreign Trade and Heritage
of the Walloon Regional Government

• Born in Awans on 16 October 1956
• 1974-1979:
University of Liege – Jurist Doctor in Law

• Since 2009:
Vice President and Minister of Economy, SME, Foreign Trade
and New Technologies of the Walloon Government.

• Since 1979:
Attorney at the Liege Bar (On leave since 1992)
• 1992-1994:
Director of Cabinet of the Walloon Regional Minister for Internal
Affairs
• 1994-1995:
Director of Cabinet of the Walloon Regional Minister for Internal
Affairs, Civil Service and Budget
• 1995-1997:
Director of Cabinet of the Walloon Regional Minister for Budget,
Finance, Employment and formation and French Community
Minister for Budget, Finance and Civil Service
• 1998-1999:
Director of Cabinet of the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for
Economy and Telecommunications
• 1999-2003:
Director of Cabinet of the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
for Employment
• 2003-2004:
Director of Cabinet of the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Justice
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HE BENOÎT CEREXHE
Minister of Economy,
Employment,
Scientific Research
and Foreign Trade of the
Brussels-Capital Region
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• 2004-2009:
Chairman of the French Community Commission (Cocof),
charged with Health care and Public Functions

• Born in Etterbeek (Brussels) on June 18th 1961.
He is married and has two daughters.

ACADEMIC STUDY PROGRAM
Master’s degree in Law at the “Université Catholique de Louvain”.

PROFESSION
Lawyer specialized in commercial right.

• Since June 2009:
Brussels Minister of Economy, Employment, Scientific Research
and Foreign trade
• Since June 2009:
Minister, Member of the French Community Commission (Cocof),
charged with Health care, Public Functions and professional
Training of the middle class

POLITICAL CAREER
On municipal level

• Since June 2009:
Member of the Common Community Commission (Cocom),
charged with Health care and Public Functions

• Since 1982:
Member of the municipal council of Woluwé-Saint-Pierre
• 1989-2000:
Alderman of Work, Staff, Informatics, Fraternizations and
Services

MANDATES
• Asbl Créemploi: Member of the General meeting

• 2001-2004:
Head of the CdH group

• Institut d’Enseignement supérieur Parnasse – Deux Alice:
Member of the Administrative Authority.

On regional level
• Since 1999:
Representative of the Parliament of the Brussels Region
• 1999-2004:
Chairman of the CdH group
• 2004-2009:
Brussels Minister of Economy, Employment, Scientific Research,
Fire Prevention, Urgent Medical Aid and also agricultural policy
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AGORIA – BANKING CLUB
The Agoria Banking Club is part of Agoria, the federation
of the technology industry in Belgium, representing more
than 1600 companies with over 300 000 employees.
The Agoria Banking Club brings together over 20 companies covering a wide range of activities: from eID
applications, specialized banking software (such as
loaning, anti-money laundering, back office, secure
payment) and e-banking, to software and hardware for
authentication and self-service solutions.

Due to its establishment within the framework of the
Belgian federation for the technology industry, the Club
can rely on a wide international network and a strong
base.

Diamant Building
Boulevard A. Reyers 80
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 706 79 35
F: +32 2 706 79 43
debbie.thys@agoria.be
www.bankingclub.be

Debbie THYS
Manager Agoria Banking Club
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Jan VALCKE
President Agoria Banking Club
Managing Director Vasco Data Security

AGORIA – CARBON ENERGY CLUB
The Carbon Energy Club is an initiative of Agoria, the
Belgian federation for the technology industry.
The Carbon Energy Club brings together Belgian companies who supply highly specialised technology equipment
and services to the oil, gas and energy market. Sectors
include field development, midstream projects, refineries and petrochemical plants and conventional energy
production. The Club currently counts over 100 members,
spread over small, medium-sized and large companies
of the technological level required to succeed in these
demanding markets.

Main types of fabrication and services include: electrical,
mechanical and electronic equipment, plant automation
and software, contracting, marine works, inspection
services.
Together these companies represent more than 90% of
the know-how and added value of the oil & gas equipment & services industry in Belgium.

Diamant Building
Boulevard A. Reyers 80
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 706 81 47
F: +32 2 706 79 43
pieter-jan.provoost@agoria.be
www.carbonenergyclub.be

Pieter-Jan PROVOOST
Director Agoria
Carbon Energy Club

Luc VANDENBROUCKE
Member of the Steering
Committee Agoria Carbon Energy Club
Sr Executive VP BARCO
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AGORIA INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
AGORiA is Belgium’s largest employers’ organisation
and trade association representing more than 1.600
members active in the technology industry in Belgium,
more specifically in the following markets: Aerospace
- Automotive - Construction products - Contracting &
Maintenance - Electrical engineering - Industrial automation - Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) - Mechatronical engineering - Metals & Materials
- Metal processing - Mounting & Cranes - Plastics Security & Defence.
Diamant Building
Boulevard A. Reyers 80
1030 Brussels

AGORiA’s member companies supply goods and provide services for many international projects abroad:
equipment for large-scale infrastructure works, oil, gas

and petrochemical plants, international sports events,
environmental infrastructure, construction, renewable
energy, ICT solutions for the financial sector, equipment
& services for the medical and paramedical sectors,
textile machinery, etc.
A substantial number of companies with world-leading
know-how and experience in a particular market are
joining forces in AGORiA’s international business development clubs such as the Agoria Carbon Energy Club, the
Belgian SportsTechnology Club, the Agoria Infrastructure
Club, the Agoria Renewable Energy Club, the Agoria
Banking Club, etc.

T: +32 2 706 79 38/39
F: +32 2 706 79 43
peter.demuynck@agoria.be
francois.dehemptinne@agoria.be
www.agoria.be

Peter DEMUYNCK
Director International Business
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François de HEMPTINNE
Area Manager Central
& Eastern Europe

ANTWERP WORLD DIAMOND CENTRE (AWDC)
The Antwerp World Diamond Centre (AWDC) is the
coordinating body and the official representative of the
Antwerp diamond sector, both at home and abroad. As
such, AWDC strives to further strengthen Antwerp as the
world’s primary business centre for the global diamond
trade, promoting its unparalleled financial, technological and intellectual infrastructure that services more
buyers and sellers than anywhere else in the world.
Through the AWDC Diamond Office, a government
authorized body streamlining Antwerp’s vast diamond

import and export flow, and through its dedicated International Affairs Department, PR and Communication
Services, AWDC endeavours to strengthen the image
of diamonds and actively contribute to a transparent
and ethical business environment within the worldwide
diamond industry.

Hoveniersstraat 22
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 222 05 11
F: +32 3 222 07 12
ari.epstein@awdc.be
mia.de.dooy@awdc.be
www.awdc.be

Ari EPSTEIN
CEO

Mia DE DOOY
Senior Manager
International Affairs
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BELGIAN-LUXEMBOURG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FOR RUSSIA AND BELARUS (CCBLR)
• We arrange business missions and incentives in the
Regions of Russia and Belarus.

• We initiate Business to Business contacts.
• We provide consultancy services.
• We organise seminars and conferences and “The Days
of Belgium and Luxembourg in Russia”, with the
participation of diplomats, businessmen and politicians.

• Edition of the monthly newsletter “EAST INFORM“.
• We contribute to transforming your strategy into
reality.

Avenue Louise 500
1050 Brussels
T: +32 473 94 86 55
F: +32 2 353 13 11
dstevensric@skynet.be
a.arianoff@ccblr.org
www.ccblr.org

Jacques van RIJCKEVORSEL
President

Daniel STEVENS
Vice President
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Arkady ARIANOFF
General Manager Russia

BIOWIN
BioWin is the health competitiveness cluster of Wallonia
(Belgium - South of Brussels). Created in July 2006, its
ambition is to federate all stakeholders from Wallonia participating in innovation and training in the field of health.

Its objectives are:
• to create a new culture of openness and partnership
favourable to innovation in Wallonia;
• to train, attract and retain in Wallonia a human capital
of excellence;
• to help the edification of collective infrastructures
and technological platforms;
• and to promote internationally the strengths of Wallonia in the area of health biotechnology and medical
technologies.
Aéropôle de Charleroi Avenue Georges Lemaître 19
6041 Gosselies
T: +32 71 37 63 86
F: +32 71 37 63 87
contact@biowin.org
www.biowin.org

France FANNES
General Manager
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BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL – TOURISM & CONGRESS
Brussels International – Tourism & Congress (BI-TC) is
the official Brussels Convention & Visitors Bureau. Our
knowledgeable meeting & leisure consultants’ staff is at
your disposal. They can put you in contact with the right
venues, hotels with meeting facilities, local professional
congress organizers (PCO), destination management
companies (DMC) and other service suppliers to help
you meet any specific conference need.

If Brussels is a serious option for your event, we can also
arrange for a site inspection visit. On the leisure market
we work closely together with international tour operators and travel agencies in order to help them create an
exceptional stay for their clients.

Rue Royale 2-4
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 513 89 40
F: +32 2 513 83 20
a.schmidt@brusselsinternational.be

www.brusselsinternational.be

Anousjka SCHMIDT
Sales Manager
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CONSTRUCTION CONFEDERATION
The Construction Confederation is since 1946 the leading
business organisation, recognised employers’ organisation and representative body of the construction industry
in Belgium. It represents some 15,000 member companies
of all sizes, from small enterprises to global players,
carrying out all forms of building and civil engineering
activities.

Rue du Lombard 42
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 545 56 00
F: +32 2 545 59 00
info@confederationconstruction.be
www.confederationconstruction.be

Vincent DETEMMERMAN
Director International Affairs
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ESSENSCIA
Essenscia represents and brings together 800 companies in Belgium’s chemical, plastics and life sciences
industry. With a turnover of 45 billion euros and 91,500
direct employees, the sector represents 1/5 of the entire
Belgian manufacturing industry. The sector exports 80%
of its production and generates a trade surplus of 20 billion euros, thus contributing to the vigour of the Belgian
economy. The sector is also very innovative with nearly
2,3 billion euros R&D-expenditures every year.
Boulevard Auguste Reyers 80
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 238 97 11

Belgium is the number one chemical country in the
world on a per capita basis and a dominant player of a
wide range of key chemicals and plastics in Europe. The
spectacular development of the port area of Antwerp since

the 1960s has been of vital importance for the growth of
the base chemical industry in Belgium. Thanks to considerable investments by Belgian and foreign companies
in the petrochemical industry and other major chemical
activities, Belgium has developed into a leading global
petrochemical center.
Belgium is also a world leader in pharmaceuticals.
Nearly 30,000 people work in this sector, which alone
accounts for 10% of all Belgian exports. In fact, 40% of all
private sector R&D-expenditures is in the pharmaceutical
industry, twice the European average.
For more information, visit www.essenscia.be.

F: +32 2 231 13 01
yverschueren@essenscia.be
fbeckx@essenscia.be
lbaudesson@essenscia.be
www.essenscia.be

Yves VERSCHUEREN
Managing Director

Frank BECKX
Head of Communication
& Public Affairs
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Laurence BAUDESSON
Advisor Economic Policy,
Transport & Logistics

EUROPEAN UNION CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN KOREA
The European Union Chamber of Commerce in Korea
(EUCCK) was formed by a group of individual business
executives from various EU companies based in Korea
with initial financial support from the European Commission in February 1986.

The European Union Chamber of Commerce in Korea, a
non profit organisation, is made up of around 830 members from the EU, local as well as overseas business
community.

The purpose of the Chamber is to help in any possible way to develop trade, commercial and industrial
relations between EU and Korea. The Chamber paves
the way for and fosters contacts between interested
business circles of the 27 EU member states and the
Korean peninsula.

xaviersmekens@hotmail.com
www.eucck.org

Xavier SMEKENS
Honorary President
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FEDERATION OF ENTERPRISES IN BELGIUM - FEB
The Federation of Enterprises in Belgium (FEB) is the
only multisector employers’ organisation representing
companies in Belgium. FEB has 34 full members, all of
which are professional sectoral federations – in addition
to its applicant and corresponding members. All in all, it
represents more than 33,000 businesses, of which 26,000
are small or medium-sized firms. In terms of jobs, FEB
represents approximately 75% of the employment in the
private sector.

The main activities of the Federation of Enterprises in
Belgium are:
• promoting and stimulating entrepreneurship;
• defining common positions of Belgian enterprises;
• ensuring representation in many national and international advisory and administrative committees
and institutions;
• acting as an intermediary between enterprises and
government, administration, trade unions, consumers ...;
• providing a flow of information to its members and
the general public.

Rue Ravenstein 4
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 515 08 11
F: +32 2 515 09 99
cva@vbo-feb.be
www.vbo-feb.be

Pierre Alain DE SMEDT
President
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FEDERATION OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY of BELGIUM
The Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Belgium is the umbrella organization of all 15
chambers of commerce and industry in Belgium and 28
Belgian-Luxembourg chambers of commerce abroad.
Established in 1875 as a private organization, it represents
the interests of the Belgian chambers of commerce and
their 27.000 members. Through its active involvement
in Eurochambres, ICC, the World Chambers Federation
and the Conférence Permanente de Chambres Consulaires Africaines et Francophones, the Federation has
access to a large international network to support the
internationalization of Belgian businesses.

The Federation plays an important role in the delivery of
export documents: it is the national guarantee organization for issuing ATA carnets in Belgium and supervises
the delivery of certificates of origin by the chambers of
commerce. Through DigiChambers, it provides for the
online delivery of certificates of origin.
The Federation is involved in a number of projects on
corporate social responsibility (CSR).

Avenue Louise 500
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 209 05 50
F: +32 2 209 05 68
jstoop@cci.be
www.cci.be

John STOOP
President
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FEDUSTRIA
FEDUSTRIA represents the textile, woodworking and
furniture industry’s companies. In Belgium, these sectors account for 50.000 jobs in 2.430 companies and
generate a turnover of 10.5 billion euros. It concerns,
in other words, one of the most important sectors of
the Belgian industry.

Allée Hof-ter-Vleest 5 b.1
1070 Brussels

FEDUSTRIA is at the service of the textile, woodworking
and furniture industry and its members are entitled to
professional and accurate support offered by a team of
specialized collaborators.

FEDUSTRIA acts as a representative of the textile, wool
and furniture industries; provides an even more active
protection of the common interest of its members and
a larger range of specialized services; is a common
training and meeting platform for its members; supplies
accurate and up-to-date information and supports the
export activities of its members.

T: +32 2 528 58 33
F: +32 2 528 58 79
info@fedustria.be
www.fedustria.be

André COCHAUX
Secretary General
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FITA
The Flemish Ministry of Public Works and Mobility is to a
large extent competent for traffic, mobility, infrastructure
and public works. Under the auspices of the Flemish
Ministry of Public Works and Mobility, FITA promotes
the know-how in these areas worldwide upon request of
private sector federations such as the Flemish Building
Confederation (VCB), the Association of Consulting Engineers (ORI), the Flemish Environmental Experts (VMD) and
UNIZO International (the Association of Internationally
Operating SME’s). Environmental protection and logistics
are other key issues to FITA.
FITA’s core business is to render public expertise to the private sector. FITA has been providing (technical) assistance
to its beneficiary consulting companies through working

contracts based on daily performances. FITA’s experts
have been recruited to conduct additional studies and
to provide technical assistance in preparing engineering
specifications for the development of a new set of PostPanamax locks for the expansion of the Panama Canal.
Experts in waste management have been nominated to
environmental projects in Central and Eastern Europe.
Another major responsibility is the organisation of sectorial trade missions. FITA trade missions will assist you in
identifying and developing profitable relationships with
compatible foreign companies and local public authorities
and allow you to present your knowledge and expertise
directly to qualified prospects through a series of presentations and networking events.

Koning Albert II laan 20 bus 2
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 553 71 16
F: +32 2 553 71 45
fita@vlaanderen.be
www.fita-npa.org

Wim VAN ROMPAY
Area Manager
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HEALTHCARE BELGIUM

Rue des Sols 8
1000 Brussels

Healthcare Belgium is a non-profit organisation established
in 2007 by 11 top Belgian hospital groups. The organisation
receives substantial support from Agfa Healthcare, Dexia
Bank, the Federation of Enterprises in Belgium (VBO-FEB),
the Virtual Colonoscopy Teaching Centre (VCTC) and Ion
Beam Applications (IBA).

Healthcare Belgium’s strategy is to establish and sustain
a collaborative National health platform involving all key
health players – for profit and not-for-profit – involved in
health delivery, policy and administration – health product or services suppliers – scientific-, sector- and interprofessional associations in order to foster:

The concept of Healthcare Belgium resulted from a study
published by the VBO-FEB under the title “Dare & Care”.
The initiative focuses on a unique Belgian blend of advanced
technology and medical excellence available for patients
and healthcare professionals.

• k nowledge transfer and health capacity build-

Healthcare Belgium’s mission statement is to establish a
global image of excellence of Belgian health care solutions
while respecting all aspects of quality of care and honoring
the principles of solidarity that are typical to the Belgian
health systems.

• a countrywide network through and for all key health play-

ing through “best practice“ exchange, education,
project & business development;

• a single dedicated mechanism to drive marketability and
export for all health providers and suppliers;

ers to enhance intra-National collaboration to enhance
the local health offer abroad.

T: +32 2 515 09 38
F: +32 2 515 09 39
hf@vbo-feb.be
www.healthcarebelgium.com

Herwig FLEERACKERS
General Manager
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UNIZO
UNIZO, “the Organisation for Independent Entrepreneurs
and SMEs”, is a non-profit making and interprofessional
employers’ organisation and social partner.
With 120 cooperating professional sectorial organisations
and over 85.000 members, UNIZO is the largest organisation for entrepreneurs in Flanders & Brussels.

UNIZO Internationaal is responsible for stimulating
international trade of Flemish SMEs and cooperation in
European and international projects. UNIZO is a member
of UEAPME, the European SME-organisation.

The main activities of UNIZO are: defending the interests of the entrepreneurs, providing information and
advice and stimulating networking. They are aimed at
five specific categories: start-ups, young companies,
growing companies, international active companies and
business transfer.

Spastraat 8
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 238 05 11
F: +32 2 230 93 54
info@unizo.be
www.unizo.be

Gijs KOOKEN
Attaché
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VOKA - CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY ANTWERP-WAASLAND
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry AntwerpWaasland is with its 3000 members the economical
driver behind the Antwerp region.

Markgravestraat 12
2000 Antwerp

The Chamber offers its members lobbying, networking
activities and in-depth concrete business projects.

In Belgium the province of Antwerp accounts for a third
of its exports. Many of the world’s major telecommunications, chemical, building and pharmaceutical companies
have a presence here. Combined with the port activity,
which contains the second largest chemical cluster after
Great Houston; the diamond industry with 80% of the
world’s production of rough and 50% of polished and
industrial diamonds traded in the city and the fashion
centre, it is obvious why our Chamber plays such a role
on the Flemish, Belgian and world economic forum.

T: +32 3 232 22 19
F: +32 3 233 64 42
luc.luwel@voka.be
www.kvkaw.voka.be

Luc LUWEL
Member of Management Committee Voka
Managing Director Voka - Chamber of Commerce Antwerp-Waasland
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VOKA - CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY EAST-FLANDERS
VOKA Chamber of Commerce East Flanders (founded
1729) aims to be the most representative, leading, interprofessional and independent employer organisation in
East Flanders. It currently has about 3000 members,
representing 60 % of the added value of companies located
in the province of East Flanders. VOKA East Flanders is
part of VOKA Flanders, representing 18.000 companies
in Flanders, Belgium.

“Compass Russia & Ukraine” is a project that combines
an intensive guidance for 15 companies with seminars and workshops. In the “Pilot to Flanders” project
the Federation of Russian Chambers of Commerce,
Flanders Investment & Trade and Voka join forces to
support Russian companies towards doing business
with Flanders.

Martelaarslaan 49
9000 Ghent
T: +32 9 266 14 43
F: +32 9 266 14 41
nathalie.vandekerchove@voka.be
wim.keygnaert@voka.be
www.voka.be/oost-vlaanderen

Nathalie VAN DE KERCHOVE
Project Coordinator
International Trade

Wim KEYGNAERT
Project Coordinator
International Trade
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VOKA – CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY LIMBURG
Limburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry was
incorporated on the 18th of April 1860. As a CCI, we are
an employers’ organization creating solutions and opportunities through our core services: Lobbying, networking,
training, a whole array of services and both national and
international projects.

Our mission: As the closest, most influential and most
professional network of entrepreneurs and thé representative organisation for companies in Flanders, Voka
wishes to create an optimal framework for succesful
free enterprise, and thus seeks to make a fundamental
contribution to its region’s welfare and well being.

There are eight Voka – Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (CCI) in Flanders. Together, with the Voka –
Flanders’ Chamber of Commerce and Industry, these
eight Chambers form the Voka alliance, the largest
Flemish network of enterprises.

We are also a member of the Belgian Federation of
CCI’s and are a part of a Euregional, European and
global network.
We are spanning the globe for our companies.

Gouverneur Roppesingel 51
3500 Hasselt
T: +32 11 56 02 34
F: +32 11 56 02 09
hilde.nuyts@voka.be
www.kvklimburg.voka.be

Hilde NUYTS
Senior Staff Member
International Trade
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BANQUE DE LUXEMBOURG

Boulevard Royal 14
L-2449 Luxembourg

Founded in 1920, Banque de Luxembourg is one of the
most important financial institutions in Luxembourg. With
decisions made locally, it offers its independent wealth
management expertise to clients based in Luxembourg
and the rest of Europe. What sets us apart is our original
approach to wealth management, which involves building
an exceptional relationship with our clients. We advise on
the financial decisions faced by clients at all the important
stages of their lives from building up savings to inheritanceplanning and project management. Our investment strategy
focuses on performance consistency, investing for the long
term and offering access to the best products on the market.
The quality of our fund management approach and the performance of our investment fund range are rewarded with
numerous international awards every year. Building on the
strength of our experience in wealth management, we offer

our products, services and tools to independent professionals, particularly in the field of investment funds.
Over the past 20 years, we have developed in co-operation with
our partners European Fund Administration and Conventum
Asset Management a “One-stop solution” for Investment
Fund Business; composing the following services: Customertailored fund engineering, In-house brokerage desks, Full
coverage of custody services, Dedicated team for private
equity and alternative investments, EU-wide registration of
UCITS, Flexible internet based reporting, Founding member
and shareholder of EFA.
Our domains of expertise are wealth management, private
& professional banking, asset management and investment advice.

T: +352 499 24 32 60
F: +352 499 24 34 40
boris.pliner@bdl.lu
www.banquedeluxembourg.com

Boris PLINER
Business Development
Area Manager
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BELGIAN CORPORATION
FOR INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT (SBI-BMI)
BMI-SBI is a semi-public investment company, of which
the main objective is the medium to long term co-financing of foreign investments by Belgian companies. Its
major shareholders are Belgian public institutions as
well as private companies such as Fortis Bank, ING and
Suez-Tractebel.

BMI-SBI takes minority participations in equity and/or
quasi-equity (subordinated loans, profit-sharing loans,...)
and/or provides medium and long term straight loans.
The average financing amount ranges between € 0.5
to € 2.5 million while the term is usually between 5 to
10 years.

Our activities are oriented towards the creation of new
“joint ventures” or subsidiaries worldwide, as well as
the acquisition, restructuring or development of existing companies.
Avenue de Tervuren 168 b9
1150 Brussels
T: +32 2 776 01 00
F: +32 2 770 66 38
philippe.hermans@bmi-sbi.be
christophe.denis@bmi-sbi.be
www.bmi-sbi.be

Philippe HERMANS
co-CEO

Christophe DENIS
Investment Officer
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BNP PARIBAS FORTIS
BNP Paribas Fortis offers a comprehensive package of
financial services for retail customers, wealthy individuals,
companies, public and financial institutions.
BNP Paribas Fortis is part of BNP Paribas, one of the
six strongest banks in the world according to Standard
& Poor’s. With a presence in 85 countries and more than
205.000 employees, BNP Paribas is a global-scale European leader in financial services. It holds key positions in
its three activities: Retail banking, Investment Solutions
and Corporate & Investment Banking. The Group benefits
from its four domestic markets: Belgium, France, Italy
and Luxembourg. The bank also has a significant presence in the United States and strong positions in Asia
and the emerging markets.

In July 2002 BNP Paribas received a banking license for
its subsidiary “BNP Paribas” Closed Joint Stock Company
(ZAO) in Russia. According to Dealogic BNP Paribas was
the first MLA and book-runner of syndicated credit for
Russia, the third book-runner for Russian Eurobonds.
BNP Paribas CIB is among the best players in the Russian derivative market. The bank’s activities in Russia
include Commercial Banking, Corporate & Transaction
Banking Europe (CTBE), Financial Institutions Group,
Fixed Income & ALM/ Treasury, Corporate Finance and
Coverage (Oil & Gas; Metals & Mining).

Montagne du Parc 3
1000 Brussels
lode.willems@bnpparibasfortis.com
www.bnpparibasfortis.com

Lode WILLEMS
Director External
& Governmental Affairs

Damien HEYMANS
Head of Export
Finance Benelux
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Blagoy BOTCHEV
Senior Banker
Head of Corporate and Transaction
Banking Europe in Russia

COMMERZBANK, Brussels’ Branch
Founded in 1870 and today Germany’s second largest
commercial bank, Commerzbank offers a full range of
commercial banking services throughout the world. Its
presence in more than 60 countries, through its international network, reflects a longstanding commitment
to global service.
The corporate sector has always been the main focus of
Commerzbank activities in Belgium. Moreover, thanks
to a constant contact with Commerzbank worldwide
network, the Belgian entity can assist their customers in
their international activities in order to provide them with
adapted solutions to their specific needs (documentary
business, structured export & trade finance, …).
Commerzbank Brussels’ Branch, as a hub for the
BeNeLux countries, is in charge of the coordination
and structuring of the ECA (ONDD, Atradius and ODL)
covered financings out of Belgium, the Netherlands
and Luxemburg either as a stand alone or as part of a
multi-source scheme.

Commerzbank is present in Russia through Commerzbank Eurasia SAO as a full operational bank and its
representative offices in Moscow and Novosibirsk.
Commerzbank (Eurasija) SAO Moscow
Tamás Hák-Kovács, General Manager
14/2 Kadashevskaya Nab. 119017 Moscow / Russia
Tel: +7 495 797 48 00 Fax: +7 495 797 48 27
Commerzbank AG, Representative office Moscow
Torsten Erdmann, Manager
14/2 Kadashevskaya Nab. 119017 Moscow / Russia
Tel: +7 495 797 48 48 Fax: +7 495 797 48 49
Commerzbank AG, Representative office Novosibirsk
Natalia Kolesnik, Manager
Krasny Prospekt 42, 4th floor 630099 Novosibirsk / Russia
Tel: +7 383 211 90 92
Fax: +7 383 211 90 93

Boulevard Louis Schmidt 29
1040 Brussels
T: +32 2 743 18 24
F: +32 2 743 19 33
Jacques.nyssen@commerzbank.com
www.commerzbank.be

Jacques NYSSEN
Senior Vice President
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ING BELGIUM
ING Belgium is a subsidiary of ING Group, an international financial services company and one of the world’s
largest savings banks.

Avenue Marnix 24
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 547 21 11
philippe.masset@ing.be
www.ing.be

Philippe MASSET
Member of the Executive
Committee
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KBC BANK
KBC is a financial services group active in the fields of
banking, insurance and wealth management. One of the
top banc assurers and asset managers in Belgium, the
KBC Group also has a key position in Central and Eastern
Europe and has the disposal of a pan-european private
banking network.
The origin of the KBC Group dates from the merger in
1998 between 3 Belgian financial institutions to form an
integrated banc assurance group. In 2005, KBC merged
with its parent company Almanij to form the actual KBC
Group with a market capitalization of € 35 bln (Jan. 2007).
It serves some 12 million customers and employs around
50.000 people.

KBC is active in the field of commercial banking, corporate
finance, leasing, factoring, project and trade finance,
treasury services, international payments, international
cash management, re-insurance, insurance brokerage,
in Belgium, Central and Eastern Europe and elsewhere
(mainly in Europe). The strategic emphasis is on serving
small and middle-sized business customers, with a personalized relationship management around the globe.
KBC is also active in the European debt capital markets, has a solid position in the domestic cash equity
markets and is a niche player in some global derivatives markets.

Havenlaan 12
1080 Brussels
T: +32 2 429 26 56
F: +32 2 429 81 81
jan.vanhevel@kbc.be
eugenia.zhiglova@kbc.be
www.kbc.be

Jan VANHEVEL
CEO

Eugenia ZHIGLOVA
Relationship Manager Russia,
Central Asia, Belarus & Ukraine
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OFFICE NATIONAL DU DUCROIRE (ONDD)
MISSION

SCOPE

ONDD, the Office National Du Ducroire | Nationale Delcrederedienst, is the Belgian public credit insurer with
a mission to promote international economic relations.
ONDD performs this task as an autonomous government
institution enjoying a state guarantee.

ONDD insures companies and banks against political and
commercial risks relating to international commercial
transactions, for example regarding capital goods and
industrial projects, and contracted works and services.
For these risks, ONDD can also work alongside banks
through risk sharing schemes. ONDD also insures against
political risks relating to foreign direct investments and
directly finances commercial transactions of limited
proportion.

Rue Montoyer 3
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 788 87 06
F: +32 2 788 88 22
w.vandenberge@ondd.be
www.ondd.be

Wim VAN DEN BERGE
Business Development Advisor
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Maria VENGUERENKO
Underwriter

SWIFT
SWIFT is a member-owned cooperative that provides
the communications platform, products and services
to connect over 9,500 banking organisations, securities
institutions and corporate customers in more than 209
countries. SWIFT enables its users to exchange automated, standardised financial information securely and
reliably, thereby lowering costs, reducing operational
risk and eliminating operational inefficiencies. SWIFT
also brings the financial community together to work
collaboratively to shape market practice, define standards
and debate issues of mutual interest. www.swift.com.

Seen the importance of Russia for SWIFT, we opened
an office in Moscow to focus on strategic projects with
the Central Bank of Russia, the Market Infrastructures
and the leading financial institutions.

Avenue Adèle 1
1310 La Hulpe
T: +32 2 655 31 11
F: +32 2 655 32 26
Moscow.office.generic@swift.com
www.swift.com

Lazaro CAMPOS TOMAS
CEO

Steven PALSTERMANS
Head of Russia, CIS & Mongolia
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Ports
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PORT AUTHORITY ZEEBRUGGE
Zeebrugge is one of Europe’s prime roro and container
ports and handles some 50 million tons of cargo every
year. Zeebrugge has many deepsea destinations into the
Far East, India, Middle East and Australasia.

Isabellalaan 1
8380 Zeebrugge

Distribution Centres. Zeebrugge is indeed more than
a mere maritime crossroads: it is foremost an ultramodern logistic platform to serve the Russian markets
with excellence.

The shortsea network assures up to 20 daily links to
destinations in the UK, Ireland, Scandinavia, the Baltic and
Southern Europe. Zeebrugge is also the world’s leading
car handling port with 1,600,000 new cars shipped worldwide in 2010. As a deepwater facility with congestion-free
hinterland connections, Zeebrugge has become a key
European hub location for global container traffic. The
sheer multitude of transport links by ferry, container
carrier, feeder ship, inland navigation barge, rail and
road makes the port an ideal spot to set up European

T: +32 50 54 32 11
F: +32 50 54 32 70
mbz@zeebruggeport.be
www.portofzeebrugge.be

Joachim COENS
Chairman / Managing Director
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PORT OF GHENT
Seaport of Ghent (Belgium): large enough to cope,
small enough to care
Ghent is a congestion-free logistics and industrial seaport, home to global leaders in steel, automotive, forest
products, agro, construction, chemical- and bio energy
industries (300 companies, representing 70,000 direct
and indirect jobs).
Traffic volume: 45 million tons a year of water-borne
cargo; nautical access: Panamax type vessels of 92,000
DWT; Quay length: 27.5 km.
Ghent port offers a choice of well-equipped terminals for
all commodities in bulk, containers and breakbulk.

It is a strategic distribution and logistics hub for Belgium,
France, the Netherlands and Germany by inland waterways, road, rail and pipeline and for Russia, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Greece, Turkey, Libya, Tunisia, Egypt
and Morocco by short sea shipping.
New: we have 660 ha of ready-to-build greenfield plots
available for warehousing and industrial developments
near the new Kluizendok (5 km of quays) and the container
terminal (450,000 TEU capacity).
With this mission, we aim at establishing strategic relationships with ports, shipping lines (container & conventional), logistics companies and the industry.

John Kennedylaan 32
9042 Ghent
T: +32 9 251 05 50
F: +32 9 251 54 06
info@havengent.be
www.portofghent.be

Daan SCHALCK
CEO
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APZI (Association of Port of Zeebrugge Interests)
APZI (Association Port of Zeebrugge Interests) is a
private sector association in the Port of Zeebrugge. The
association was founded in 1973 and has the legal form
of a non-profit organization.
In the port community, APZI fulfils a double task: the
representation of the Zeebrugge private sector and the
promotion of the port.

Some 150 companies in the Port of Zeebrugge are affiliated to APZI: stevedores, shipping companies and shipping
agents, forwarding agents, transport companies (road,
rail and inland navigation) and companies engaged in
port activities (distribution, warehousing, trade, industry
and services).

Doverlaan 7
8380 Zeebrugge
T: +32 50 55 27 57
F: +32 50 55 14 18
info@apzi.be
www.apzi.be

Guy DEPAUW
Secretary General
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& Service
Companies
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ABS BELGIUM
The ABS Laundry Business Solution Group founded
in 1987, develops, installs and maintains information
systems for the global laundry and textile rental industry. ABS is the market leader in this niche market, with
about 400 laundry units worldwide using the ABSSolute
application. ABS offers a 24/7 support to their customers, for whom the application is ‘mission critical’. ABS
is market leader in many countries, including Finland,
Denmark and Norway.
ABSSolute functionality covers the contract details
between laundry and customer as its core. From there
the internal and external logistic is covered. Including
hand held devices for drivers and linen stock counting at

large customers. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
is an important medium to track linen items to control
investments on one hand and to ensure quality on the
other hand (sterilisation of hospital linen e.g.). A very
powerful Business Intelligence function translates the
millions of data elements into graphical information and
offers drill down features.
This 3 Tier application, developed in Java with an Oracle
database is in use with leaders in this industry of which
some are publicly traded.

Molenzicht 23
2380 Ravels
T: +32 14 65 80 61
anne.de.boer@abslbs.com
www.abslbs.com

Anne DE BOER
CEO
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ACATS
ACATS started in 1998 as a small company, mainly specialized in Oracle database consultancy and projects.

We also provide support for keeping systems running
remotely.

We have been doing projects for the biggest companies
in Belgium (Umicore, Telindus, Centa, KBC), federal
government organisations and international companies, such as Norsk Hydro, Yara Chemicals, Lanxess
and others. We have provided consultancy in many
European countries.

We monitor, advise and provide solutions based on SLA
contracts for some major companies also.
We are always looking for new challenges, in Oracle and
other domains, providing consultancy based on almost
20 years of experience.

Our main target is providing knowledge and technical
support for bigger and smaller projects, often in cooperation or as partner for bigger IT-companies.

Plantin & Moretuslei 8 b42
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 497 47 70 71
F: +32 3 211 06 85
acats.bvba@telenet.be

François VAN LEUVEN
Owner
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ACCURIX
Sector: Coil & sheet metal processing machinery for
HVAC and Industrial Insulation contractors.
Activity: ACCURIX tm is the trademark of BKE-MACHINES
International sa for the sheet metal working machinery
used in the sector of industrial insulation and HVAC.
We have developed patented systems for several of
our machinery leading in increased productivity and
quality.

The machines are designed for the modern insulation
contractor for making metal insulation parts for round
and as well as squared ducts.
Local representation: None presently, we are open for
any distributorship.

Rue Raphael 17 c
5060 Falisolle
T: +32 71 26 01 80
F: +32 71 26 01 89
sales@accurix.eu
www.accurix.eu

Pierre VANDEVELDE
CEO
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ACV
The origins of ACV date back to 1922 as a heating and
ventilation company.
Under the management of Mr Albert Buchet, ACV started
to design, manufacture and distribute engineering
solutions.
With a range of more than 600 products ACV is offering
systems for every heating and hot water application in
the residential and commercial market.
The product and service portfolio is: water heaters, boilers
– gas/fuel, combined electric boilers and water heaters,
condensing boilers, electric boilers and boilers adapted
to renewable sources of energy (solar solutions).

Thanks to its exclusive “Tank-in-Tank” technology, ACV
offers solutions that are reliable, effective, economical
and environmentally sound.
ACV is a stainless steel specialist. For the past 40 years,
the choice of this material, which is resistant to even
the most corrosive water, has given ACV products
an exceptionally long service life with a minimum of
maintenance.
ACV is represented all over the world by its 18 subsidiaries
and a large network of specialised distributors.
Parc Industriel de Seneffe
Rue Henry Becquerel Zone C
7180 Seneffe
T: +32 64 23 26 11
F: +32 64 23 26 29
rudy.magerman@acv.com
www.acv.com

Rudy MAGERMAN
Export Manager
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AGFA HEALTHCARE

Septestraat 27
2640 Mortsel

The Agfa-Gevaert Group is one of the world’s leading
companies in imaging and information technology. The
company is present in 40 countries and has agents
in another 100 countries around the globe. The AgfaGevaert Group achieved a turnover of 2,755 million
euro in 2009.

state-of-the-art systems for capturing, managing and
processing diagnostic images and clinical/administrative information for hospitals and healthcare facilities,
as well as contrast media solutions to enable effective
medical imaging results. Sales for Agfa HealthCare in
2009 were 1,178 million Euro.

Agfa HealthCare, a member of the Agfa-Gevaert Group,
is a leading global provider of diagnostic imaging and
healthcare IT solutions. The company has nearly a century of healthcare experience and has been a pioneer
on the healthcare IT market since the early 1990’s.
Today Agfa HealthCare designs, develops and delivers

OOO Agfa
ul. Kantemirovskaya 58
115477 Moscow
T: +7 495 234 21 01
F: +7 495 234 21 12
eugene.pozdnikov@agfa.com

T: +32 3 444 89 96
F: +32 3 444 72 85
herman.raats@agfa.com
jean-pierre.slabbaert@afga.com
www.agfa.com

Herman RAATS
Jean-Pierre SLABBAERT
General Manager Direct Export IT BD Manager Direct Export
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Eugene POZDNIKOV
General Manager Russia

AGRIPHAR
Agriphar produces and distributes agricultural chemical products (herbicides, fungicides, insecticides and
growth regulators).
Products are of the highest quality and backed by EU
files.

Rue de Renory 26/1
4102 Ougrée
T: +32 4 385 97 11
F: +32 4 385 97 49
leon.andre@agriphar.com
www.agriphar.com

Léon ANDRE
Business Development Director
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AHLERS
Ahlers is an international logistic and maritime service
provider headquartered in Antwerp (Belgium). The company comprises 4 divisions: Ahlers Agencies (liner and
port agent), Ahlers Forwarding (multimodal transport,
specialization: project and break bulk cargo), Ahlers
Logistics (warehousing) and Ahlers Maritime (crewing
and ship management). Worldwide Ahlers employs
approximately 1000 people in 16 countries in Africa,
Asia, Europe and the CIS.

Ahlers is the only Belgian 3PL present in Russia since
1993 resulting in an experienced and high performing
integrated logistics provider. Key activities are the full
chain of logistic services from the port over the customs
clearance to the end client or warehouse. The fact that
Ahlers has a customs clearance license and owns brand
new/high-end warehousing facilities (in St. Petersburg)
allows Ahlers to control the full supply chain for its clients, who can benefit from a reliable logistic solution.
The total storage capacity is approximately 70,000 pallet
equivalents and capacity is still available.

Noorderlaan 139
2030 Antwerp
T: +32 3 543 72 11
F: +32 3 542 00 23
cleysen@ahlers.com
didier.duponselle@ahlers.com
www.ahlers.com

Christian LEYSEN
Executive Chairman

Didier DUPONSELLE
Manager Business
Development
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ANTWERP MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
Antwerp Management School is the autonomous management school of the University of Antwerp. Antwerp Management School has set ambitious goals in order to respond to
the 21st century business education challenges:

• grow the scale of professional learning tracks and masters
in management for young graduates and executives;
• a topnotch global faculty network embracing conceptual
knowledge linked to a relevant business context;
• attention for the increasing business need for global
leaders prepared to welcome the next generations Y
and Z in their companies;
• support the growing need for lifelong learning due to
the complex and rapid shifts in society and business
economics and depreciation of knowledge;

• the creation of relevant and competence based platforms
for alumni to keep informed and connected.
It is Antwerp Management School’s mission to develop
current and future, local and international managers in
the business community, the public service and the socialprofit sector. Antwerp Management School started an
Executive MBA in Moscow in 1998 in close cooperation with
IBS (Institute of Business Studies) in Moscow. It is a joint
Russian-Belgian project involving an international team of
professors. The Moscow run MBA program is an Antwerp
management School (University Antwerp) degree in master
of Business Administration. Antwerp Management School
has obtained the prestigious accreditation of the Association
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) for its
management programs.

Het Brantijser
St. Jacobsmarkt 9-13
2000 Antwerp
T: +32 3 265 49 89
F: +32 3 265 47 34
bie.degraeve@ams.ac.be
www.antwerpmanagementschool.be

Christian LEYSEN
Chairman
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AQUAMASS
In 1978, Jean-Pol Piron launched Aquamass based on
balneotherapy, a totally new concept at the time.
In 2002, with the ‘Aquamass Design’ range Jean-Pol
Piron became a designer and herewith fulfilled his
desire to develop and revolutionise his own concept
of the bathroom. Inspired by great designers such as
Matali Crasset, Xavier Lust, Michel Boucquillon, Elvis
Pompilio, Paolo Chipiron and others, he conceived and
created some of the most beautiful and amazing baths
ever to have been designed.

These bathrooms, designed to be oases of calm and rejuvenation, are equipped with baths, basins and accessories
totally in harmony with our senses. Their primal colours
harmonise with materials designed to sooth.

Avenue Kersbeek 280
1190 Brussels
T: +32 2 332 07 32
F: +32 2 332 24 33
info@aquamass.com
www.aquamass.com

Jean-Pol PIRON
Managing Director
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ATLAS PROJECT CARGO SOLUTIONS
Atlas - home-based in the Port of Antwerp - was established in 2003 and has become the reference partner for
handling of projects and project cargo.
Atlas offers all-in solutions for the transportation and
completion of industrial projects on the continent as
well as overseas. Atlas works in co-operation with or for
account of project forwarders, engineering companies,
factories and industrial companies.

Reliability, Security, Flexibility and “On Time-performances” are part of the best tailor made solutions that
we offer to every client. Especially companies who are
looking for an independent professional with a thorough
knowledge of possibilities and optimal solutions in the
port of Antwerp and beyond, find in Atlas their ideal
partner.

Our track record and professionalism is best proven by
some pictures: we refer to our website www.atlas-pcs.
be under “Heavy Lifts/Projects”.
Merksemsebaan 270
2110 Wijnegem
T: +32 3 543 89 80
F: +32 3 543 89 79
arthur.mahieu@atlas-pcs.be
www.atlas-pcs.be

Arthur MAHIEU
Director
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B4CARE
With nearly ten years of experience behind us, B4CARE
offers comprehensive services to assist with all aspects
of a patient’s decision to have surgery abroad, specifically
in Europe and Belgium. We work together with surgeons
and hospitals with a worldwide reputation for excellence
in the areas of orthopedics, vascular surgery, cardiology, reconstructive and plastic surgery, obesity surgery,
urology, eye surgery and general surgery.

Lamstraat 24
9090 Melle

consultants help the client to gather all the information
needed to decide about having treatment in Belgium.
From the moment a patient arrives, we are dedicated
to make the medical journey comfortable and smooth,
so the patient can focus completely on the healthcare
programme and recovery.
“When thinking about Belgium for healthcare, think
B4CARE”

B4CARE offers high quality but affordable and made-tomeasure assistance related to healthcare programmes
in Belgium. We provide services to B2B-clients such as
hospitals, medical travel facilitators, health insurance
companies and to individual patients. With our unique
approach in medical and healthcare tourism, our personal

T: +32 495 71 50 13
eva.dauw@b4care.com
www.b4care.com

Eva DAUW
Managing Director
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B&B LOCKS
B&B LOCKS is a small size family business, which is
focused on the development and production of high quality
locks. Rather than aiming for the large market with “allpurpose locks”, B&B decided to give her full attention to
the niche market of top security applications.
The reputation was built up through numerous installations in the bank and post sector. Prisons, psychiatric
hospitals and police headquarters followed shortly
thereafter. Museums, art galleries and jewelry stores
showed a great interest as well.
Security is no longer limited to these very specific markets, though more and more we are seeing a growth
towards retail stores, office buildings, laboratories, IT
rooms, apartment buildings and private homes.

Our products have evolved from preventing breaking
and entering to creating secure solutions around the
door. People want to know who goes where, when and
how. A lot of systems can handle this part, but very few
installations are done with appropriate locks. We try to
surround ourselves with partners who take the time to
find out what the end user really needs.
The B&B Locks A1-series are high security electromechanical locks of superior quality. Because of their
very solid construction, these locks offer an extremely
high resistance against all forms of aggression and
burglary attempts. The A1 locks are made to allow a
high frequency use.

Bijkhoevelaan 11
2110 Wijnegem
T: +32 3 326 36 30
F: +32 3 326 38 33
nathalieboeckx@bb-locks.com
www.bb-locks.com

Nathalie BOECKX
Managing Director
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BARCO
Barco, a global technology company, designs and develops
visualization solutions for a variety of selected professional markets: medical imaging, media & entertainment,
infrastructure & utilities, traffic & transportation, defense
& security, education & training and corporate AV.
In these markets Barco offers user-friendly imaging products that optimize productivity and business efficiency.
Its innovative hard- and software solutions integrate all
aspects of the imaging chain, from image acquisition and
processing to image display and management.
President Kennedypark 35
8500 Kortrijk

Barco has its own facilities for Sales & Marketing, Customer Support, R&D and Manufacturing in Europe,
America and Asia-Pacific. The company (NYSE, Euronext
Brussels: BAR) is active in more than 90 countries and
employs 3,100 staff worldwide. In 2009 Barco posted
sales of 638 million euro.
Office in Moscow:
Kondratyuka Street 3
129515 Moscow - Russia
T: +7 495 785 52 55
F: +7 495 785 52 62
pavel.goryunov@barco.ru

T: +32 56 23 34 87
F: +32 56 23 34 80
luc.vandenbroucke@barco.com
pavel.goryunov@barco.ru
www.barco.com

Luc VANDENBROUCKE
Sr Executive VP

Pavel GORYUNOV
General Manager Barco Russia
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BELGIAN CASTINGS
Belcast nv is the founding company of the Belgian manufacturer of space solar cells ENE sa.
ENE sa:
• manufactures in Belgium III/V compound solar cells:
GaAs, GaInP, etc, single and multijunction;
• is an integrated manufacturer because it manufactures
its own germanium epi-ready substrates on which III/V
compound solar cells are grown by epitaxy;
• has as its major application the powering of space
satellites (19 earth observation and telecom satellites
are powered by ENE solar cells);
• recently developed the supply of terrestrial photovoltaic concentrating systems.

Avenue van der Meerschen 188
1150 Brussels
T: +32 2 771 13 69
F: +32 2 771 13 28
belgiancastings@skynet.be

Guy R. SMEKENS
President
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BELVEN
BELVEN, formerly Belgium Ventiel, is a well-known name
in the production and supply of quarterturn valves. Its
impressive stock of ball and butterfly valves, strainers,
check and gates valves ensures that BELVEN clients
are being served on time, on the spot, as only the best
service is good enough.

BELVEN, your partner for valves.

Blokhuisstraat 24
2800 Mechelen
T: +32 15 29 40 70
F: +32 15 20 14 13
info@belven.com
www.belven.com

Marc JANSEN
Export Manager

Igor MAKARIEV
Area Development
Engineer CIS
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BESIX
BESIX Group is the largest Belgian group active in the
fields of construction, real estate development and concessions. It profiles itself as a multi-services group.
A century of building experience
The Group was founded in 1909 and has known impressive and regular growth since then. It has passed through
the years discovering new territories, introducing new
technologies and justifying its reputation as a pioneer.
BESIX and its subsidiaries, with about 20,000 employees
in 15 countries on 4 continents, cover practically all
fields of the construction industry and are operating
in Western Europe, in Central and Eastern Europe, in
North and Central Africa, in the Middle East, in Central
Asia and in the Caribbean islands.

Projects with added value
A comprehensive team of engineers, specialists and
technicians acquired on the most difficult and prestigious
projects on earth. BESIX Group combines the efforts of
an innovative workforce with strategic and intelligent use
of technology to overcome the most complex business
challenges. Some of the landmarks include the world’s
tallest tower, Burj Khalifa in Dubai (828 meters, 160
levels), Ferrari Experience Theme park, race track and
retail development at Yas Island, Cleveland Clinic in Abu
Dhabi, Doha’s Aspire Tower in Qatar, the Sheikh Khalifa
Bin Salman Causeway Bridge in Bahrain.
In the early nineties, BESIX was also present in Russia
and was involved in hotel and bank projects.

Avenue des Communautés 100
1200 Brussels
T: +32 2 402 62 11
F: +32 2 402 66 81
besix@besix.com
www.besix.com

Georges BOVSOVERS
Corporate Relations
& Marketing Director

Mathieu RYCKEWAERT
Public Affairs Senior Manager
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BM SERVICE
BM Service is a company that is specialized in constructing horse tracks, horse walkers and irrigation systems.
Our products are combined with a no-nonsense approach,
and are the output of years of experience, with which
quality is highly valued. Since quality and service are
the top priorities within our corporation, we are able to
create the perfect arena.

BM Service has grown from this knowledge, where we at
the beginning mainly analyzed sand for others. Afterwards
our company has developed to such an extent where we
at this point install BM Service arenas through the whole
of Europe from Greece to Finland.
EQUIPAD-footings: All the horses are talking about it.

Groenstraat 77
3630 Maasmechelen
T: +32 89 77 74 63
F: +32 89 77 74 63
bartmanderveld@bmservice.be
www.bmservice.be

Bart MANDERVELD
Manager
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CFE
CFE is a group of companies active as a multidisciplinary
contractor in construction and associated services,
quoted on Euronext Brussels. CFE is one of the important
players in the construction industry in Belgium and is
also present in the Netherlands, Luxemburg, Central
Europe and Qatar.

The main activities of the group CFE are:
• construction;
• multitechnics (general & industrial electricity, automation, HVAC and railway services);
• private Public Partnerships & Concessions;
• real estate promotion and management services;
• D redging Environmental Marine Engineering
(CFE owns 50% of DEME).

Avenue Herrmann-Debroux 42
1160 Brussels
T: +32 2 661 12 11
F: +32 2 660 77 10
chr.van.hamme@cfe.be
www.cfe.be

Christian VAN HAMME
Vice President
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CISCO SYSTEMS BELGIUM
Cisco’s SP video business develops, delivers equipment, solutions and services for media companies,
cable operators, satellite operators, broadcasters and
telecom operators to transport and distribute digital
video signals from capturing up to the consumer. Cisco
delivers experience in reliable, high quality real time
video delivery for professional users.

Luipaardstraat 12
8500 Kortrijk
T: +32 56 44 52 93
F: +32 56 44 50 45
witdouh@cisco.com
www.cisco.com

Hans WITDOUCK
Managing Director Service
Provider Video Business EMEA
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CLASSIS CARPETS & RUGS
Since our foundation in 2003, Classis Carpets & Rugs
has grown to become one of the major suppliers in the
UK, Ireland and other European countries. Since 2010
we are further expanding to the European market and
the rest of the world with our extended product portfolio, composed of various qualities and designs of rugs,
broadloom carpets and Kilims.
Providing personalized high standard service to all our
customers has been the main focus for Classis Carpets
from the very beginning.

Fully integrated production systems that we have in
place in Benelux & Turkey enables us to have the full
control on the colour, design and quality of the products
we offer.
We are also able to manufacture customer specific
designs and products, and handle full truck or container
shipments directly from our factory to the warehouse &
distribution centers of our customers.

Brusselsesteenweg 528
2800 Mechelen
T: +32 15 42 31 51
F: +32 15 42 31 07
export@classiscarpets.com
www.classiscarpets.com

Julia Gulnara DE BATSELIER
Export Manager
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CLAYTON OF BELGIUM
Clayton manufactures a wide range of steam generators
and heat recovery boilers.
Clayton is an international company with four production
plants worldwide as well as subsidiary companies and
distributors throughout the whole world. Headquarters
for Europe, Russia, Africa and Middle East are located
in Belgium, Europe.
The Clayton Steam Generator is a highly efficient, safe
compact and flexible steam making machine that can start
up from cold in five minutes. The available standard sizes
are from 100 kW to 20 MW with pressures up to 200 barg.
Rijksweg 30
2880 Bornem

The Clayton range of Heat Recovery Boilers are a compact
and efficient means of producing steam from the waste

gasses of diesel engines, small gas turbines, incinerators,
glass furnaces, enamel ovens, stress relieving ovens and
many other applications.
The technical benefits of Clayton Steam Systems are
none to second and a very large number of the worlds
forward looking companies and institutions that use
steam in their production or processes already operate
Clayton Steam Systems. Our customers include manufacturing companies, breweries, dairies, pharmaceutical
companies, beverage companies, power stations, petrochemical companies, hospitals, shipping companies,
aerospace, chemicals, textiles, automotive, electronics,
food, horticultural, metal treatment, converting and
many more.

T: +32 3 890 57 00
F: +32 3 890 57 01
roel.vleminckx@clayton.be
www.clayton.be

Roel VLEMINCKX
Export Sales Manager
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CONVERGENT GROUP SA
Unmatched high tech protection of industrial concrete
surfaces
Convergent Group is ISO 9001- ISO 14001- EMAS and
relies on a qualified engineering team in concrete floor
technology and a worldwide network of more than 65
distributors.
Convergent Group offers advanced floor care solutions
for industrial concrete surface treatment. As a leading
manufacturer of nano-lithium products such as PentraSil® (NL), our Group provides high quality treatments
for use as surface hardener, sealer and densifier and
also for the preservation and maintenance of new or
old concrete floors.

Our advance proven and environmentally friendly formulas are used by industrial manufacturing industries,
commercial retail and the building trades worldwide.
Audi, Ikea, Nestle, Gucci, Makro, Pepsi Cola, L’Oreal
and Lufthansa are amongst the major industries that
we serve.
Convergent Group is ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 and relies on
a qualified engineering team in concrete floor technology
and a worldwide network of more than 65 distributors

Rue de le Mesnil 34
5670 Viroinval
T: +32 60 39 07 52
F: +32 60 39 07 51
info@convergent-group.com
www.convergent-group.com

Jean-Claude BIARD
President

Michal NEUMANN
Advisor for the Russian Market
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COPYMETRIX
We provide tailored solutions in the area of Marketing optimization and Media Management. Our unique
technologies help produce Marketing savings through
optimization of Media investments, effective Advertising
and Systematic Innovation.

Based on scientific platforms we provide solutions that
allow testing of effectiveness of advertising, packaging and
BTL, as well as systematic innovation through powerful
NPD, production and product re-engineering.
These solutions help our clients save millions of Euros
and make their communication and innovation strategy
really successful and efficient.

Kempische Steenweg 305C
3500 Hasselt
T: +32 474 43 35 35
a.bogdanov@cmetrics.net
www.copymetrics.net

Alexei BOGDANOV
CEO
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CORTEIL LP
CORTEIL is a company specialising in the optimisation
of farming practices and dairy processing.
Located high up on a plateau in the Famenne region,
between the towns of Dinant and Beauraing (Belgium),
the company effortlessly combines its sustainable development policy with ongoing innovation in terms of its
products.
Keen to be proactive when it comes to its client’s expectations, we are constantly striving for excellence in our
products.
We develop products with high nutritional value, such
as the quality CLA & Omega 3 as well as the GENOSAN
system. The synergy of these elements helps guarantee

superior products that are healthy, low in bad cholesterol
and naturally enriched with minerals that can easily be
assimilated by the body.
Always keen to find a balance that safeguards the stability
and shelf life of products containing raw milk, we do not
use any silage or any other feed containing unhealthy
levels of fatty acids (e.g. palm oil). The natural diet of our
livestock includes hay, beet, cereals, flax etc.
The recipes for our products have been passed down
from generation to generation, and with a healthy mix
of tradition and modernity, we adapt our products to our
customers’ demands.

Rue d’Hastière 30
5560 Mesnil-Saint Blais
T: +32 473 96 00 11
F: +32 82 74 44 51
Lionel.plaquette@hotmail.com
www.corteil.be

Lionel PLAQUETTE
Director
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C. STEINWEG
C.Steinweg NV is a service provider in the field of storage, handling, forwarding, chartering, stevedoring and
other related logistics services.

C. Steinweg NV is specialized in handling and storage of
steel products, non-ferrous, cacao, coffee, leaf tobacco
and general cargoes.

As a part of the worldwide Steinweg group, we offer a
wide range of services for the commodity trade business
from our unique and favorable location in the heart of
the port of Antwerp with 1,5 km of quay and over 140.000
sqm of bonded warehouses.

Haven 73 – Ouland 3
2030 Antwerp
T: +32 3 545 75 45
F: +32 3 542 67 10
antwerp@be.steinweg.com
www.steinweg.be

Christian ZENNER
Managing Director
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DBC WOOL
Since 1938, DBCwool’s team uses its know-how to serve
its customers and the final consumer.
DBCwool is specialist in Scoured & Machine-washable
wools used for fillings in the “bedding” field (quilts,
mattresses, mattress covers, futons).
Our speciality: MACHINE-WASHABLE WOOL FOR
QUILTS.
This European wool is selected for its remarkable crimp
and its exceptional bulk to give you a very light and
comfortable quilt.
Evolution & adaptation to the today’s needs: wool is
comfortable, healthy, natural … and NOW also MACHINEWASHABLE & EASY-CARE.

Quality, control & traceability
We are working in close collaboration with Belgian
manufacturers. That allows a rigorous control at each
step of the transformation process.
Our wool is certified by the most demanding
laboratories:
Label OEKO-TEX: analyses the presence of harmful
substances for human health.
Our wool is certified OEKO-TEX class 1 (the most demanding) allowing direct skin contact, even for babies.
Label WOOLMARK: guarantee of 100% pure shorn wool.
No blend with any inferior material.
Join us on our website www.dbcwool.be

Avenue du Chêne 221
4802 Heusy
T: +32 87 22 24 79
F: +32 87 22 80 49
info@dbcwool.be
www.dbcwool.be

Dominique BLANDIAUX

Director – Sales & Marketing
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DECEUNINCK
Deceuninck is a leading international designer and
manufacturer of high quality PVC systems for windows
and doors, cladding and roofline, interior and garden
applications. The basic technology used by the company
is extrusion of patented PVC and Twinson composite
material. The highly integrated state of the art production process includes compounding, tool manufacturing,
extrusion of gaskets and profiles, printing, PVC lamination
and the patented Decoroc coating technology.

The Group is active in over 75 countries, has 35 subsidiaries (production and/or sales) across Europe, North
America and Asia, and employs 2,816 FTE (including
temporary employees), of which 690 in Belgium. In 2009
the Deceuninck Group achieved consolidated sales of
EUR 506 million.

Bruggesteenweg 164
8830 Hooglede-Gits
T: +32 51 23 92 11
F: +32 51 23 93 92
bruno.deboutte@deceuninck.com
www.deceuninck.com

Bruno DEBOUTTE
General Manager Central
& Eastern Europe
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DELIVA
Deliva stands for healthy, ultra-fresh and balanced
food, prepared following the highest quality and safety
rules.

We stand for:

Continuously innovating and developing new recipes, new
tastes, fine tuning existing recipes, international food
trends…you name it, Deliva is working on it…

• Translation of ‘home cuisine’ to semi-industrial recipes
with ultra-fresh and high quality ingredients.

In our food library you can find more than a thousand
different meal components…
Deliva prepares not only delicious standard recipes, but
also works out customised recipes for private label and
B2B customers.

• More than 20 year experience in ‘sous-vide’ preparation technique.

• ‘Sous-Vide’ technique guarantees long preservation
of the preparations without (adding of weg) preservatives.
• Know-how in national and international food trends.
• Meals for young and old.
• Excellent and tasteful ‘diet’ meals.
Slingerweg 4
3600 Genk
T: +32 89 62 93 00
F: +32 89 32 38 71
herman.schepers@deliva.be
www.deliva.be

Herman SCHEPERS
Managing Director
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DELOITTE
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu is an organisation of member
firms, with a strong international network of experts in a
wide range of accounting, tax, consulting and corporate
finance fields in more than 140 countries.

Deloitte has a leading position in Russia and the CIS
countries in terms of size, reputation and quality of
services. The Deloitte Russian Desk in Brussels uses its
close relationship with Deloitte Russia and its regional
offices throughout the global Deloitte organisation to
support and coordinate services provided to Russian &
CIS clients investing in Europe, and vice versa.

Berkenlaan 8b
1831 Diegem
T: +32 2 600 60 00
F: +32 2 600 60 01
mhoessels@deloitte.com
www.deloitte.be

Philip DESCHIETERE
Partner

Marc HOESSELS
Partner
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Annelies DIEUSAERT
Senior Manager

DEME
DEME - Creating land for the future.
DEME (Dredging, Environmental and Marine Engineering NV) is a Belgian hydraulic engineering, dredging and
offshore contractor specialized in the construction and
development of harbours, artificial islands, estuarial
dams, canals and inland waterways, dike construction
and reinforcement, beach replenishment and coastal
protection, supply of dredged aggregates, construction
and maintenance of offshore wind farms, salvage activities, offshore pipeline trenching and backfill including
landfall construction, oil and gas pipeline protection
and stabilization down to 2000 m, directional drilling for
pipeline crossings, underwater rock drilling and blasting, soil compaction using explosives, soil investigation
in marine conditions, environmental remediation and
brownfield rehabilitation.

The DEME Group has been active in Russia for a number of
years already and has been able to acquire a firm foothold
on the local market of dredging, land reclamation, port
construction, offshore and hydraulic engineering works.
Recent references in Russia include the extension of the
port of Ust-Luga near St.Petersburg, land reclamation to
create the site for the Olympic village for the 2014 Winter
games in Sochi, channel deepening works in Severodvinsk and in Kaliningrad, a new access channel related
to the St.Petersburg flood protection barrier, oil and
gas pipeline construction/protection works off Sakhalin
island, Prirazlomnoye and Baydaratskaya Bay and landfall
construction and trenching/backfill works for the Nord
Stream pipeline between Russia and Germany.
Haven 1025 – Scheldedijk 30
2070 Zwijndrecht
T: +32 3 250 56 35
F: +32 3 250 59 89
bernard.alain@deme.be
www.deme.be

Alain BERNARD
CEO
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DERMO EXPERT GROUP - Laboratoires Seaderm
To offer you the Best of the Sea for your skin, we traveled
the world’s oceans and seas!

Today, our laboratories have developed three product
ranges:

Created in 2004 by André Masy, a pharmacist passionate
for marine dermatology, SEADERM currently offers an
extensive range of active sea ingredients for face and
body care.

• A body range with Atlantic ingredients, known for their
hydrating and remineralizing properties. It includes
a Dry Skin Range and a Tonic Range.

Each development of products is based on three major
elements: high quality marine ingredients, patented
formulas, and galenic that offers pleasure and wellbeing.

• A dermatological range with Dead Sea active ingredients for skin repair.
• A face care range formulated with seaweeds and
spring sea water.

Chaussée d’Anvers 6
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 213 60 35
F: +32 2 213 60 39
europe@dermo-expert.com
www.seaderm.fr

André MASY
Dermo Cosmetic Pharmacist
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DE SMET ENGINEERS & CONTRACTORS
De Smet Engineers & Contractors (DSEC) is a privately
held limited liability company incorporated in Belgium in
1989. It has an established reputation as a general contractor (EPC Contractor), specialising in the agro-industrial
field where it is a fully-integrated world class provider of
engineering, procurement and construction services.
DSEC is particularly active in the fields of:
• sugar and sugar derivates;
• bioethanol;

DSEC is in a position to provide Investors, Banks, Lenders and Credit Insurance Companies with a single point
responsibility set-up that includes design and engineering, equipment supply and construction services with
guaranteed performances under one contract.
It has recently completed over €500 million contracts for
the implementation of 5 biofuel production plants and is
presently carrying on the construction of a beet sugar
plant and a cane sugar refinery in the Middle East.

• vegetable oil extraction and refining;
• biodiesel;
• bioenergy generation from biomass (cogeneration).

Waterloo Office Park
Building O - Box 32
Drève Richelle 161
1410 Waterloo
T: +32 2 634 25 00
F: +32 2 634 25 25
BCX@dsengineers.com
www.dsengineers.com

Bernard COUTEAUX
Executive Vice President Sugar
& Ethanol

Rudolf REINHARDT
Representative in Russia
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DIAMANTHANDEL A. SPIRA
Our trading relationships are just as valuable as the
diamonds we handle. When we sold our first parcel of
diamonds almost a century ago, we had one simple belief.
That to grow as a company, you have to build relationships of trust with both suppliers and customers. For our
customers that means delivering reliable assortments.
And for our suppliers it means maintaining a continuity of
demand. Ultimately it is reliability and integrity that adds
value and enables people to work with us effectively. We
believe that as the market changes these old fashioned
values will remain as important as ever.

The diamond business never stands still. There are
always new opportunities and people interested in developing new ideas. You could be one of them. Perhaps
you are thinking about starting a new manufacturing
project, or forging a new alliance. If you are, and think
you may be able to benefit from our experience, call us
on +3232329032.

Pelikaanstraat 78
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 232 90 32
F: +32 3 225 22 32
info@spiradiamonds.com
www.spiradiamonds.com

Alain SCHIFF
Director
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DIAMAZ INTERNATIONAL
Diamaz International NV is a manufacturer and wholesaler of high quality, top made polished diamonds. The
company has a family history dating back to 1897. Their
stock consists of a full range of shapes and purities
from 0.01 up to 5.00 cts with or without certificate from
an international diamond laboratory. They are custom
order specialists, often supplying calibrated orders to
the most renowned names in the watch and jewellery
industry. Diamaz works on a personal level with all clients and their expertise allows them to respond quickly
to changing market conditions. Their professional and
personal touch distinguishes them from competitors and
this honest and friendly relationship is the key to their
success. Diamaz has recently decided to expand their

production to include top quality coloured ‘laboratory
grown diamonds’. This has put them in a unique position
in Europe as the sole manufacturer and distributor of this
new environmentally friendly diamond. The company’s
mission is to react proactively to market changes with
flexibility, creativity and imagination. Customers are
their strength and courteous service with integrity,
market savvy and seamless efficiency facilitates complete satisfaction.

Pelikaanstraat 62
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 226 46 77
F: +32 3 226 48 08
info@diamaz.be
www.diamaz.be
www.diamazcultured.com

Thierry SILBER
CEO
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DIAMOND TRADING

Pelikaanstraat 62
2018 Antwerp

Diamond Trading sources rough diamonds and distributes them to diamond cutters worldwide. It includes
the successor of family concerns active on the Antwerp
market since 1875. William Horowitz, a notary to the
Jewish community in Krakow (Poland), came to Antwerp in 1875 to become a diamond trader. The trading
activity was pursued by Francis De Belder and his sons
Robert and Georges who were DTC Sight holders from
1946 to 1982. Daniel De Belder joined the trade in 1980
after completing a B.Sc., conscript in Belgian Navy and
4 months training diamond cutting in Israel. Jean-Louis
Van Strydonck, Eng.Comm., officer Artillery, joined in
1989 after four years as a management consultant with
Boston Consulting Group.

Diamond Trading has exclusive marketing agreements
for diamond distribution from diamond productions in
the Democratic Republic of Congo. It also distributed
run of mine productions of River Range on behalf of
the government agency Minerals and Marketing Corp.
of Zimbabwe. Diamond Trading has also for the past 15
years purchased, through tender, from Transhex, South
Africa, Diamond Tenders Belgium, and from government agencies in the US (Defense Logistic Agency) and
Russian Federation (Treasury). Diamond Trading has a
customer base in all major cutting centers. Clients rely
on our specially assorted and regularly supplied rough
diamond parcels.

T: +32 3 234 32 01
F: +32 3 233 68 14
daniel@diamondtradingnv.com
www.diamondtradingnv.com

Daniel DE BELDER
Executive Director
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DISSACO
Freight forwarding in the 21st century demands experience, know-how and specialization as well as an openness towards new technologies pertaining to activities
related to transportation and port operations. Dissaco
truly is a 21st century freight forwarding company or
logistics provider.
In the modern business world a dedicated, and more
specifically, a quality service can only be offered by
people with a very thorough knowledge of the industry.
In the case of international transportation, this means
keeping a sharp focus on all aspects of international
logistics. Excellent contacts with ocean and air carriers, transportation companies, customs authorities and
stevedoring companies are essential.

Thanks to excellent relationships that we maintain with
a worldwide network of loyal agents, transportation
companies, stevedoring companies, steamship lines and
their agents, we are in a unique position to offer shipping
services from point A to final destination in efficient and
timely manner while taking care of the smallest details.
All this at competitive prices.
The bottom line is that your goods will arrive at destination on time and with all the correct documentation.
Whatever you are shipping and whatever are your specific
requirements, your shipments will be taken care of in
the most efficient and economical manner.

Noorderlaan 123 PB 2
2030 Antwerp
T: +32 3 544 90 27
F: +32 3 544 90 28
eric.hunter@dissaco.com
export@dissaco.com
www.dissaco.com

Eric HUNTER
Account Manager

Vahan MEJLUMYAN
Operational Assistant
Export Department
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DOMO® SPORTS GRASS

Industriepark West 43
9100 Sint-Niklaas

DOMO® SPORTS GRASS is a pioneer in the sports surfacing industry. Our passion for performance and our
admiration for sports heroes inspire us in developing
the ultimate perfection in sports surfaces. Our products for sports facilities meet the highest standards
of federations such as FIFA, UEF, IRB, ITF and FIH.
Domo® Sports Grass is globally responsible for more
than 50 million m² of installed artificial grass for soccer,
hockey, tennis, American football, rugby, golf, skiing and
multifunctional sporting applications. Over 25 years of
experience and close collaboration with local authorities,
councils, schools and sports federations make Domo®
Sports Grass an expert in the development and installation of hard-wearing, easy-to-maintain artificial grass

pitches. Domo® Sports Grass helps you make the best
choice: we offer advice in relation to the artificial grass,
the base and infill systems, drainage and maintenance.
Our partners take care of installation and after-care, so
your surface is always in perfect condition.

T: +32 3 780 45 75
F: +32 3 780 45 73
vitalina.tsourkan@domo.org
www.domosportsgrass.com

Vitalina TSOURKAN
Sales Executive
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DP COATING
DP-Coating is a fast growing, export-minded company
having more than 25 yrs of experience with durable coated
products. The company is manufacturing high quality
gutter brackets using an advanced coating system resisting extreme weather conditions. Besides gutter brackets,
a broad range of other gutter accessories are also available for both professional as Do-It-Yourself users.

IZ Stasegem
Boerderijstraat 10
8530 Harelbeke
T: +32 56 22 44 49
F: +32 56 22 80 68
info@dpcoating.be
www.dpcoating.be
www.cullyx.com

Marc FRANCK
Managing Director

Stephane DEWAELE
Sales Manager
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DREDGING INTERNATIONAL
DEME - Creating land for the future.

Haven 1025 - Scheldedijk 30
2070 Zwijndrecht

DEME (Dredging, Environmental and Marine Engineering NV) is a Belgian hydraulic engineering, dredging and
offshore contractor specialized in the construction and
development of harbours, artificial islands, estuarial
dams, canals and inland waterways, dike construction
and reinforcement, beach replenishment and coastal
protection, supply of dredged aggregates, construction
and maintenance of offshore wind farms, salvage activities, offshore pipeline trenching and backfill including
landfall construction, oil and gas pipeline protection
and stabilization down to 2000 m, directional drilling for
pipeline crossings, underwater rock drilling and blasting, soil compaction using explosives, soil investigation
in marine conditions, environmental remediation and
brownfield rehabilitation.

The DEME Group has been active in Russia for a number of
years already and has been able to acquire a firm foothold
on the local market of dredging, land reclamation, port
construction, offshore and hydraulic engineering works.
Recent references in Russia include the extension of the
port of Ust-Luga near St.Petersburg, land reclamation to
create the site for the Olympic village for the 2014 Winter
games in Sochi, channel deepening works in Severodvinsk and in Kaliningrad, a new access channel related
to the St.Petersburg flood protection barrier, oil and
gas pipeline construction/protection works off Sakhalin
island, Prirazlomnoye and Baydaratskaya Bay and landfall
construction and trenching/backfill works for the Nord
Stream pipeline between Russia and Germany.

T: +32 3 250 56 35
F: +32 3 250 59 89
neirynck.sofia@deme.be
www.deme.be

Sofia NEIRYNCK
Deputy Area Director

Nina BLAZNOVA
Area Manager Oil & Gas Russia
and Caspian Sea
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D-TEK
D-tek is a leading biotechnology company highly specialised in the development and manufacturing of diagnostic
kits for autoimmune diseases.
Thanks to an extensive expertise in Research and
Development and more than 15 years of experience
in the field of autoimmunity, D-tek has developed an
innovative and fully CE registered range of ELISA and
IMMUNODOT kits.

In 2010, D-tek launched into the market the first microarrays in autoimmune diagnostics. The BlueDot Quantum
kits allow detection and simultaneous quantification of
25 autoimmune’s bio-markers in less than an hour.
D-tek also proposes a complete range of IVD reagents
(liquid substrates, stabilizers, membranes,…) to public
or private laboratories, research centers or even other
diagnostic companies.

Parc Initialis
Rue René Descartes 19
7000 Mons
T: +32 65 84 18 88
F: +32 65 84 26 63
bautem@d-tek.be
www.d-tek.be

Benoît AUTEM
Marketing Director
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DZINE
Digital Signage, consisting out of airport solutions and
narrowcasting, is a more innovative way of communication. Digital Signage is a complex technology which allows
to show a mix of promotional communication, objective
information and qualitative content to a specific public.
A sophisticated technology for which dZine offers simple
solutions for digital signage in the field of airports, public
transport retail, ... dZine has more than 100,000 systems
installed worldwide and has equipped over 250 major
airports worldwide.

dZine also offers a mobile office solution. The mobile
office solution of dZine is a marriage between a pc and
a tablet pc. It is used in public transport, medical and
emergency systems.
A spin-off of dZine is DNA Interactif Fashion. This company is focused on a new shopping experience using high
tech, such as interactive mirrors, 3D body scan and 3D
motion, simply called iStyling.

‘t Hoge 49
8500 Kortrijk
T: +32 56 24 90 90
F: +32 56 24 90 99
dirk@dzine.be
www.dzine.be

Dirk GHEKIERE
Member of the Board
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EASTERN STARS GROUP
Eastern Stars Group LTD (“ESG”) was founded in 1948
in Liège, the Walloon industrial capital. The company has
remained a family association, henceforth belonging to
Mr and Mrs Chochitaichvili.
Our 25-years’ commercial experience in the Eastern European countries has enabled ESG to be recognised as a commercial expert by the Walloon Exportation Agency (AWEX)
as well as by other agencies from different areas.
ESG is the market leader for the trading and distribution
of grocery ingredients as well as for mass consumption products. Its activities are mainly focused on the
chocolate, confectionery, milk products and ice-cream
sectors, as well as biscuits and confectionery made of
Viennese dough.

We offer products for food industry, such as different types
of margarine, milk products (anhydrous milk fat (AMF),
butter, milk powder) and grocery preparations (butter and
vegetable fat mixtures) with our own registered brand in
Russia “Eastern Stars”.
We also offer various products for the retail food, restaurant
and hotel industries, such as “BRUGGE”, “NAZARETH” and
“BRIGAND” specialty cheeses and BEBE FOOD INCOLAC.
ESG exclusively represents two companies: Aigremont SA
and Belgomilk in Russia and the CEI countries.
Our clients are multinational groups and local companies
in Russia. We offer our Russian clients products inclusive
of tax duty, VAT and all certificates (Gost).

Chemin du Chivrou 10
4910 Theux
T: +32 87 53 12 12
F: +32 87 53 13 13
esg.info@skynet.be
www.esg-sa.com

Georgi CHOCHITAICHVILI
General Manager
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Edpnet is an independent Belgian telecom provider
with a real passion for technology. We are specialized in affordable high-capacity connections in Europe,
Russia and the USA. Our portfolio consists of internet
connectivity, data transfer, telephony and datacenter
solutions for residential and professional customers
and large organizations.

Van Landeghemstraat 20
9100 Sint-Niklaas

Since Edpnet’s first days it has been our ambition to
make life for organizations and individuals easier. We
believe that everyone deserves the opportunity to take
full advantage of the latest technology, regardless of
their budget.

Our transcontinental optical network, based on the
latest technology, offers the perfect platform to communicate in real-time with customers and partners
around the world.

T: +32 3 265 67 00
F: +32 3 265 67 01
wholesale@edpnet.net
w.vanrenterghem@edpnet.be
a.ermurak@edpnet.be
www.edpnet.net

Wouter VAN RENTERGHEM
Carrier Relations

Andrey ERMURAK
Carrier Relations
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ELAN
For twenty years, ElaN Languages has been setting the
tone in the area of SPECIALISED TRANSLATION WORK,
TAILOR-MADE CORPORATE LANGUAGE TRAINING and
INTERPRETING.
In our translation department, native translators from all
over the world translate your documents in the language
you want and this in any specialty.

ElaN’s practice-based, interactive language training
courses are made-to-measure, for you and your staff.
After a thorough analysis of the language needs of your
company, an oral and written language test of the candidate-participants, ElaN compiles the lesson package.
Perfectly tailored to your company and your staff.
Transparent and direct on-the-spot communication is
the first requirement for conducting efficient business.
You can call upon ElaN’s specialised interpreters for all
your oral communication in any language.

Marktplein 13
3550 Heusden-Zolder
T: +32 11 43 47 64
F: +32 11 43 47 65
wim@elanlanguages.com
peter@elanlanguages.com
johan@elanlanguages.ru
www.elanlanguages.com

Wim VANSCHOOREN
Managing Director

Peter VAES
Training Director

Johan VERBEECK
General Manager ElaN Moscow
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ETAP
ETAP LIGHTING is an independent European company, established in Antwerp in 1949. We have a yearly turnover of 60
million € and each year we invest about 7% of our turnover in
research and development. ETAP Lighting has 600 employees
in nine different countries. Our portfolio consists of 3 major
parts: functional lighting, emergency lighting and light control
systems for commercial buildings (offices, industrial production
halls and warehouses, schools, hospitals, airports, … ).
Our Vision in Lighting is based upon 3 important principles:

Antwerpsesteenweg 130
2390 Malle

ENERGY: We always strive for the lowest possible energy
consumption in a building through the application of reflectors and diffusors with the highest achievable efficiency, the
implementation of a sophisticated light arrangement and the
use of intelligent but user friendly light control systems.

ERGONOMICS: We offer lighting solutions maximizing the
lighting comfort for the user through an excellent brightness
control in all view directions.
ECOLOGY: By reducing the connected load in a building we
minimize the impact on the environment. The lower the
energy consumption, the lower the emission of harmful
greenhouse gases.
For emergency lighting we put the emphasis on safety and
reliability. We offer a wide range of self contained emergency
lighting fixtures, fitted with a limited or extensive self test.
Also central control and management systems facilitating the
follow-up of emergency lighting installations can be obtained.
The application of LED’s in our emergency lighting range
guarantee minimum exploitation expenses.

T: +32 3 310 02 11
F: +32 3 311 61 42
koen.goos@etaplighting.com
www.etaplighting.com

Koen GOOS
Export Manager
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EURO IMMO STAR – EUROSTATION
Eurostation and Euro Immo Star, 100% affiliated to the
Belgian national Railway Company, are specialists in the
realisation of masterplans, together with feasibility studies, for the refurbishment of (high speed) stations with
a view to transforming those stations into new centres
of public and multimodal transportation and developing
eventually real estate projects (offices, residential, shopping) above and around the railway station. Euro Immo

Star has gained an excellent reputation in undertaking
complex construction projects and modernisation of
railway stations in a highly professional manner within
time and budget restraints. Our domestic experience in
“rail-estate” linked to public transport infrastructure has
been extended to international clients in Russia, France,
Romania and Jamaica.

Brogniezstraat 54
1070 Brussels
T: +32 2 529 09 11
F: +32 2 520 99 61
euroimmostar@euroimmostar.be
www.euroimmostar.be

Herwig PERSOONS
CEO

Freddy OPSOMER
Consultant Foreign Markets
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Chris VAN DAMME
General Manager Real Estate
and Business Development

EUROPOWER GENERATORS
EUROPOWER Generators started trading in 1990 in
Limburg, Belgium. Since then the company has outgrown
two factories and is presently occupying a 6500 m² site in
a new factory in Nieuwerkerken, Belgium. Through the
constant drive for complete client satisfaction, the company is now the largest manufacturer of small generating
sets and welding generators in the Benelux.

Tegelrijstraat 175
Industriezone 1019
3850 Nieuwerkerken

EUROPOWER Generators (ISO 9001 certified) trades with
leading telecom organisations, railroad companies, fire
brigades, major construction companies, rental companies, international traders, humanitarian agencies and
non–governmental organisations.

EUROPOWER Generators are unique since they are
manufactured according to the client’s specifications.
A highly skilled research and development department
is at the client’s disposal, which enables the company
to offer the unique service of building custom made
machines.

T: +32 11 58 61 61
F: +32 11 58 28 38
kVA@europowergenerators.com
www.europowergenerators.com

Lucas HEYLANDS
General Manager

Yves HEYLANDS
CEO
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EURO WORKWEAR GROUP
Our company, Euro Workwear Group, is a Belgian company and an importer and distributor of:
• Working Garments: we produce working garments on
demand, and we also sell working clothes of some
well-known brands.
• Personal Protection Equipment.
• Working Shoes.
• Fire Extinguishers and accessories
(smoke detectors, fire hoses, fire blankets…).

Molenstraat 47
9820 Merelbeke
T: +32 9 363 80 31
F: +32 9 329 75 89
info@euworkwear.com
www.euworkwear.com

Tim DE DAPPER
Executive Director
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E-XSTREAM ENGINEERING

Rue du Bosquet 7
1348 Louvain-la-Neuve

e-Xstream engineering develops and commercialises
DIGIMAT suite of software, a state of the art multiscale material modeling technology, that fastens the
development of optimal composite materials and parts
for material suppliers and end users in the automotive,
aerospace, consumer goods and industrial equipments
industries. Our material modeling solution, DIGIMAT; the
nonlinear multi-scale materials & structures modeling
platform, is an efficient predictive tool that helps our
customers designing and manufacturing innovative and
optimal composite materials and parts time and costs
efficiently. DIGIMAT is used by CAE engineers, materials scientists, chemists, specialists in manufacturing
processes of composite materials to accurately predict

the nonlinear micromechanical behavior of complex
multi-phase composites materials and structures (PMC,
RMC, MMC, nanocomposites …).
e-Xstream provides its customers with a complete and
optimal modeling solution that suits their specific needs
and integrates their existing design processes; from
the compounding of the raw material (e.g. engineering
plastics, rubber, CFRP, etc.) to the processing (e.g. injection molding) and application in the final product. With a
continuously growing number of customers in Europe,
USA and Asia, we have added to our deep expertise in
numerical simulation the business understanding of a
large variety of materials such as reinforced plastics,
rubber, hard metals and honeycomb sandwich panels.

T: +32 10 86 64 25
F: +32 10 84 07 67
info@e-Xstream.com
www.e-Xstream.com

Roger ASSAKER
CEO
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FABIENNE DELVIGNE
Fabienne Delvigne House is specialized in the creation
and the manufacture of haute couture hats and fashion
accessories since 1986.
Her know-how has been rewarded since 2001 by the
patent of Belgian Royal Warrant Holder. She also regularly
creates hats, jewels and bags for the Courts of Holland,
Sweden and Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg.

Madly wise or reasonably eccentric, traditional and
elegant, with a touch of originality, her hats have the
vocation to make women beautiful. In 2008, in addition
to her Couture collection, she launched the Trendy collection, hats which are easy to wear on a daily basis. In
2009 she created her first men’s collection and, for this
summer 2010, a children’s collection.
Fabienne Delvigne hats and fashion accessories are
handmade and realized in her designers studio in Brussels, Belgium.
Avenue Roger
Vandendriessche 25
1150 Brussels
T: +32 2 735 90 41
F: +32 2 735 90 41
info@fabiennedelvigne.com
www.fabiennedelvigne.com

Fabienne COLLET DELVIGNE
Designer of Hats and
Fashion Accessories

Anahit SAHRADYAN
Consultant
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FLANDERS ROAD SERVICES
Flanders Road Services offers an entire range of services. The main activities of the company are short and
long distance haulage of containers and tauliners, cross
docking, transhipments of loads and storage in its own
customs bounded warehouse and customs activities.

Driewegenstraat 8
8830 Hooglede
T: +32 50 96 96 66
F: +32 50 96 96 63
tom@flandersroad.com
www.flandersroad.com

Tom LOKERE
CEO - Owner
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FLUXYS
Fluxys, the Belgian Gas Transmission Operator, builds
and operates transmission infrastructure within the scope
of the North-Western European natural gas market. It is
our mission to enhance the security of supply and contribute to a well-functioning natural gas market through
promoting cross-border flows and transfers.
In Belgium, Fluxys builds and operates infrastructure
for natural gas transmission, natural gas storage and
liquefied natural gas terminalling through Fluxys and
Fluxys LNG, both appointed independent system operators. Their activities are of general economic interest
and, driven by their first mover approach, they have
developed the Belgian gas transmission system to be
the gateway and crossroads par excellence for natural

gas in North-Western Europe. The Fluxys network is
connected to all natural gas sources available to the
European market and any LNG or pipe gas brought into
the system can either be shipped to the Belgian market
or redelivered at the border (i.e. UK, Netherlands, Germany, Luxemburg and France) for onward transmission
throughout Europe.

Avenue des Arts 31
1040 Brussels
T: +32 2 282 72 11
F: +32 2 230 02 39
info.transport@fluxys.com
www.fluxys.com

Daniel TERMONT
Chairman of the Board
of Directors

Walter PEERAER
Pascal DE BUCK
Chairman of the Executive Member of the Executive Board
Board – Chief Executive Officer
– Commercial Director
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FPC (FIRE PROTECTION CONSULTANTS)
Fire Protection Consultants (FPC) consists of a group
of 35 fire safety consulting engineers and emergency
managers who support organisations in defining the
required level of life and fire safety related to their
facility and operations. Most of our staff are officially
registered in the US or UK (PE or CEng) and/or have an
academic background (Masters in FPE). FPC is regarded
as a top three provider of fire safety consulting services
for industrial and petrochemical facilities in Europe and
the Middle East.

We provide a full spectrum of Fire Safety and Emergency
Management services related to:
• international and local code compliance;
• fire risk assessment & fire safety philosophy development;
• fire smoke & evacuation modeling;
• fire protection system design;
• emergency Response planning.
Major clients within this field of industry are: Total, IFC
Worldbank, Shell, KNPC, QP, BASF, Dow Chemical,
Chevron & Exxon Mobil, Johnson & Johnson, Hilton,
Port of Antwerp, Dubai Jebel Ali Free Zone.

Noorderlaan 133 bus 1
2030 Antwerp

For more information please refer to www.fpc.be.

T: +32 3 542 62 45
F: +32 3 542 11 90
rbruyninckx@fpc.be
www.fpc.be

Ralf BRUYNINCKX
Director
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FRUTAROM BELGIUM
Frutarom Belgium is a leading company, belonging to the
Frutarom Group, providing customers with innovative and
scientific based solutions for a better quality of life. With
ingredients in Phytopharmaceutical Dietary supplement,
over the counter (OTC), Functional food and Cosmetic
markets, Frutarom Belgium is the ideal partner to help
customers to design products, addressing the growing
demand for health, wellness and beauty.

Our broad product portfolio is as large as nature can
offer and is characterized by two approaches:
• Proprietary ingredients: premium quality Herbal
Extracts mainly developed and produced in-house
in GMP and controlled facilities.
• Complementary health ingredients, like Algues, Amino
acids, Anti-oxidants, Enzymes, Flavours, Minerals,
Phospholipids, Probiotics, Vitamins and other bioactive materials are mainly sourced through our
excellent relationships with reliable suppliers.

Ambachtsstraat 6
1840 Londerzeel
T: +32 52 31 95 54
F: +32 52 30 38 63
gverbruggen@be.frutarom.com
www.frutarom.com

Greta VERBRUGGEN
Sales Manager
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G&G INTERNATIONAL
G&G International, is a world leader in the engineering
and manufacturing of large pressure vessels such as
columns, reactors, drums, spheres, bullets, cyclones,
etc.

Molenweg 109
2830 Willebroek

G&G International’s 170.000 m² facilities are fully equipped
to process various types of carbon and stainless steel and
special alloys up to 200 mm thickness. G&G International
can load via own RoRo quay vessels up to 2.000 tons,
diameter of 18,5 m and length of 130 m in one single piece
and ship worldwide. G&G International manufactures
according to most international design codes (incl. SQL),
to the highest quality standards in accordance with ISO
9001-2000 and operates in full respect with our broad
social and natural environment. Project Management,

Engineering and Production form one unit. We commit
ourselves to results.
G&G International mainly serves the chemical and petrochemical industries, worldwide. Refineries, (petro)chemical companies, process-houses and EPC-contractors
are our customers.

T: +32 3 860 20 11
F: +32 3 886 58 04
info@ggi.be
www.ggi.be

Leon PLOMPEN
International Sales & Business
Development Manager
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GAUFRES DE LIEGE
Gaufres de Liège LLC produces and sells Belgian (Liege)
waffles in Ukraine and Russia and will do so in different
other European countries as well.

Not only have we opened our own selling points, but we
are also franchising.

Rue Paul Bossu 22
1150 Brussels
T: +32 2 626 28 70
F: +32 2 626 28 71
etienne@gofre.eu
www.gofre.eu

Etienne VAUTHIER
CEO

Miguel Iribarren
Administrator
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GFS
GFS is an independent company that provides broad
services for the oil, chemical and gas industry. The main
areas of expertise are: bulk storage, filling operations,
packaging, warehousing and related engineering, consulting, quality and safety services.
The product range includes liquified petroleum gases,
refrigerant and propellant gases and flammable
liquids.
In general GFS provides safe, flexible and reliable service
platforms for dangerous goods.

The platforms are situated in Ostend, Geraardsbergen
and shortly Charleroi and offer multi-modallogistic solutions. GFS actually designs and builds major strategic
fuel storage terminals for the Belgian government and
stores and handles 50.000 tons of flammable and non
flammables gases. GFS has 100.000 m³ dangerous goods
storage available for its existing and future customers.
Additionally, GFS offers design and engineering services,
safety and consulting services to its customers.
GFS is a subsidiary of Seminck gas, a major Belgian LPG
distribution company, delivering its bulk and packaged
products throughout Belgium and France.

Diebeke 21
9500 Geraardsbergen
T: +32 54 41 41 11
F: +32 54 41 40 28
luc@seminck.be
www.seminck.be

Luc SEMINCK
CEO

Wim STUBBE
External Relations Advisor
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GLORIEUX EXHIBITIONS
Organisation of exhibitions, trade fairs, shows.
Representation Busworld, Truckworlds and others.
Representation of Kortrijk Xpo.

Dr. Delbekestraat 2
8800 Roeselare
T: +32 475 45 78 52
F: +32 51 22 92 73
luc.glorieux@busworld.org
www.busworld.org

Luc GLORIEUX
General Manager
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HAMON THERMAL EUROPE
Hamon Thermal Europe (part of the Hamon Group)
supplies the engineering, manufacturing, contracting
of cooling systems for power plants and the industry
and has been active in this field since the creation of
the company in 1906.

This includes:
• field-erected wet cooling towers (natural draft –
induced draft);
• cooling towers with plume-abatement (also called
hybrid or wet/dry);
• customer services.

Place Maurice HAMON
rue Emile Francqui 2
1435 Mont-Saint-Guibert
T: +32 10 39 05 18
F: +32 10 39 05 01
Info.hteb@hamon.com
www.hamon.com

Eric BINARD
Sales Director

Steve BOGEMANS
Sales Manager
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Rodica EXNER
President of Cooling System

HENGELHOEF CONCRETE JOINTS
Hengelhoef Concrete Joints, specialised in the production
of expansion joints, has developed a unique sinus joint
(patent pending) which is a real new age in industrial
flooring technology. This jointing solution permits 100%
shock- and vibration free smoothly load transfers. The
complete floor is experienced as no joint in the floor.
The return of investment of this jointing solution is less
than one year.

Hengelhoefstraat 162
3600 Genk
T: +32 89 32 39 80
F: +32 89 32 39 88
info@hcjoints.be
www.hcjoints.eu

Albert KLINGELEERS
Managing Director
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HUCKERT’S INTERNATIONAL LABORATORY
Founded in 1957, HUCKERT’S INTERNATIONAL Laboratory - expert in bio decontamination and disinfection
- produces and develops two product ranges to fight
contamination and protect the professional from infection risks whilst offering alternative solutions with no
side effects.
UMONIUM38 - the excellence in cleaning and disinfection
of instruments and medical equipments and surfaces and PHYTOGEL a skin care program for intensive hygiene
based on plant extracts.

Certified ISO 9001/2000 and ISO 13485/2003 (medical
devices) we guarantee perfect traceability and reproducibility of our batches. Amoung our clients we have hospitals (BRUGMAN Hospital), pharmaceuticals companies
(Glaxo Smith Kline, Pfizer), Airlines Companies …
In the scope of our international development we are looking for new partners who are interested in collaborating
with us for the distribution of our products.

Chaussée de Namur 60
1400 Nivelles
T: +32 67 89 41 00
F: +32 67 84 37 67
mireille.lagrange@huckerts.net
www.huckerts.net

Etienne HUCKERT
Managing Director

Mireille LAGRANGE
Commercial Director
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HUIS BRONDEEL
Huis Brondeel is the company of an experienced designer,
jeweller and goldsmith, named Sigrid Brondeel. She has
a long ride of education and practical trainings, both at
home and abroad. She sells by the brand name of SigridB.
Selecting from the very best, highest quality of precious
metals and gems, she delivers nothing less than top class
work. All SigridB. designs are one of a kind.

Most pieces under the SigridB.-label are created in
consultation with the owner. Artists and stars wear her
unique designs. Her style is pure and recognizable, real
and just like a dream.
In addition to designing and manufacturing of the jewellery, Huis Brondeel sells also a unique and valuable
collection of pure silver home decoration articles, all
handmade.

Ledebaan 45
9260 Wichelen
T: +32 495 87 90 90
info@SigridB.com
www.SigridB.com

Sigrid BRONDEEL
Company Owner
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IBA
IBA Group is present worldwide with over 2,000 persons
in 40 locations, opening new ways in healthcare with a
focus on fighting cancer.

Chemin du Cyclotron 3
1348 Louvain-la-Neuve

IBA develops and markets leading edge technologies,
pharmaceuticals and tailor-made solutions for healthcare
with a focus on cancer diagnosis and therapy and has
unique expertise in the design of cyclotrons and in the
production and distribution of radiopharmaceutical tracers which are used every day in thousands of hospitals
worldwide to quickly and accurately detect cancer, neurological and cardiac diseases. IBA also offers solutions
for drug discovery and in vitro diagnostics.

T: +32 10 47 58 11

IBA is the undisputed leader in particle therapy, acknowledged to be the most precise and effective clinical radiotherapy method in the selective destruction of cancer
cells. To date, more than 11 world renowned medical
institutions have built a Particle Therapy Centre with IBA.
IBA also offers a full range of measuring instruments
and software that enable medical physicists to perform
the necessary checking and calibration procedures of
radiation therapy equipment.
Leveraging on its scientific expertise, IBA is also active in
the field of environmentally friendly industrial sterilization
and ionization by designing electron accelerators and
high power X-rays solutions used in many industries to
sterilize medical devices, to cold pasteurize food products
and to improve the properties of polymers.

F: +32 10 47 59 88
florin.vasile@iba-group.com
d.matsuka@partes.ru
www.iba-worldwide.com

Serge LAMISSE
President Sales & Marketing

Dmitry MATSUKA
General Director IBA Russia
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Oliver HOLDERBAUM
Area Sales Manager

Florin VASILE
Sales Manager CIS/MEA

IBT BEBIG
IBt Bebig is a European based group active in the healthcare sector.
IBt Bebig´s core business is the treatment of cancer by
using brachyherapy, a special form of radiotherapy. IBt
Bebig is today a clear leader in brachytherapy in Europe.
Headquartered in Belgium, the company has a production
facility in Germany and subsidiaries throughout Europe,
in India and a Joint Venture in Russia – NanoBrachyTech,
in addition to a large network of distributors and agents.
Products and equipment provided by the group targets
radiation oncologists, radiologists, urologists and medical physicists.

Brachytherapy is a minimally invasive procedure used as
an effective treatment option for many types of cancer.
It consists of placing a sealed medical device, containing a tiny quantity of a radioactive isotope, in the body.
Brachytherapy could be called internal radiotherapy, as
it is another mode of delivering radiation therapy.
Today, brachytherapy is commonly used to treat cancers
of the cervix, prostate, breast, head & neck and eyes.
www.ibt-bebig.eu.

Parc Industriel de Seneffe
7180 Seneffe
T: +32 64 52 08 11
F: +32 64 52 08 01
edgar.loeffler@ibt-bebig.eu
www.ibt-bebig.eu

Edgar LOEFFLER
Managing Director

Gunnar MANN
Managing Director

Elke MANN
Director
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Paul-Emmanuel GOETHALS
Head of Investor Relations
& Communication

IGC GROUP
IGC Group, a Belgian DTC Sightholder since 1955, delivers
the finest make in diamonds (0,005ct – 3ct). Through the
consistency of our fine make and an excellent service
we have become the strategic diamond supplier to the
Swiss watch industry and premium jewellery brands
worldwide.

With offices in Antwerp, Hong Kong, New York, Shanghai
and Chennai our approach is truly global. IGC Group is
looking forward providing you the best diamond selections at a competitive price.

Hoveniersstraat 2, box 248
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 203 45 67
F: +32 3 231 16 34
chris.dekersgieter@igcgroup.com
www.igcgroup.com

Chris DEKERSGIETER
Sales Manager
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IMEC
Imec performs world-leading research in nanoelectronics. Imec leverages its scientific knowledge with
the innovative power of its global partnerships in ICT,
healthcare and energy. Imec delivers industry-relevant
technology solutions. In a unique high-tech environment,
its international top talent is committed to providing the
building blocks for a better life in a sustainable society.
Imec is headquartered in Leuven, Belgium, and has
offices in Belgium, the Netherlands, Taiwan, US, China
and Japan. Its staff of more than 1,750 people includes
over 550 industrial residents and guest researchers. In
2009, imec’s revenue (P&L) was 275 million euro. Further
information on imec can be found at www.imec.be.

Kapeldreef 75
3001 Leuven
T: +32 16 28 12 11
F: +32 16 22 94 00
claeys@imec.be
www.imec.be

Cor CLAEYS
Director Advanced
Semiconductor Technologies
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IMPEXPHARMA
Donna Crème ® is a product suitable for all women, but
particularly helpful to peri-menopausal or menopausal
women because of the problems caused by this period of
hormonal changes. It is sold exclusively in pharmacies
without prescription.

Avenue E. Mullendorf 60
4800 Verviers
T: +32 87 78 71 07
F: +32 87 34 11 84
andre@impexpharma.com
www.impexpharma.com

André STAS
CEO
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INGRID LESAGE CREATIONS
Ingrid Lesage Creations specialises in the production
of tailor-made chair and table covers, skirtings, table
linens and more unique textile creations.

We offer a wide selection of products with different collections in a wide variation of styles – for a refined decoration
of any location in harmony with its surroundings.

Our company is a trendsetter in the hotel, restaurant and
catering industry and is both designer and manufacturer
of its enchanting confections.

Ter Heidedreef 3
8600 Vladslo
T: +32 51 21 18 68
F: +32 51 22 04 68
ingrid@ingridlesagecreations.com
www.ingridlesagecreations.com

Ingrid LESAGE
CEO
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INTERNATIONAL CAR OPERATORS
International Car Operators (ICO) Belgium is one of
Europe’s most important stevedoring companies for rollon roll-off cargo, offering vessel and terminal handling
services, vehicle processing centres, port agency, customs
clearance and forwarding. ICO is a subsidiary company
of Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK), one of the world’s leading
transportation companies. In 2009, ICO handled a total
volume of 1.0 million cars (2008-1.7 million cars) and high
and heavy units at its specialised roll-on roll-off terminals
in Zeebrugge and Antwerp.

Kiwiweg 80
8380 Zeebrugge

The Terminals: In the inner port of Zeebrugge, 2 terminals
are at the automotive industry’s disposal: the Northern
Inlet Terminal (59 hectares) and ICO’s newest Bastenaken
Terminal (85 hectares). Zeebrugge is the main European
hub (for new factory cars) where deepsea meets shortsea.

The Vrasene Terminal (quay 1241) in Antwerp covers 125
hectares and can store 48.000 units. It is the European
home base for the import of almost all Korean and some
Japanese automotive brands. It is also used extensively
by European carmakers, exporters and importers of
second hand vehicles, military equipment and high and
heavy cargo.
Added Value Services: The state-of-art VPC facilities,
available at each compound, offer our clients a diverse
range of extra services towards our clients. All centres
are equiped with highly sophisticated technological installations. The Logistics & Forwarding department offers a
one-stop-shopping and tailor-made solution for whatever
needs clients have in logistic and maritime services.

T: +32 50 54 24 71
F: +32 50 54 24 42
info@icoterminals.com
www.icoterminals.com

Marc ADRIANSENS
Managing Director
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INTERNATIONAL RAIL PARTNERS
International Rail Partners offers rail transport and
logistical services in Europe and CIS countries. We
guarantee daily connections for containers, conventional
and exceptional cargo to and from Europe, Russia and
Central Asian countries. We have a wide experience in
handling and fast deliveries of oilfield equipments and
special oversized cargo. A team of experienced staff
members is ready to study your needs and to help you to
find a tailor-made solution for all your transports from
and to CIS-countries.

Noorderlaan 98
2030 Antwerp
T: +32 3 545 98 98
F: +32 3 545 98 99
info@IRP.be
www.IRP.be

Johan GOYVAERTS
Managing Director

Peter BRANS
Managing Director
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IXSYS
lXSyS was founded in 1999 as a software company that
develops technology and standards for exchange of medical data between different software systems.

Since 1 January 2010, IXSyS is in very close cooperation
with RDSM, a well known and reliable medical equipment supplier.

An important IXSyS development was the XMl interface,
used for communication between Electronic Medical
Records and software of PC-based medical devices. The
last few years, IXSyS has entered a new, exciting field of
medicine: telemedicine.

IXSyS can now offer you a complete telemedical package:
a complete web based telemedical solution and top quality
medical equipment at very competitive prices.

Gaarveldstraat 83
3500 Hasselt
T: +32 11 27 16 73
F: +32 11 27 51 27
freddy.reyskens@ixsys.be
www.ixsys.eu

Freddy REYSKENS
CEO
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JAN DE NUL
Civil and maritime construction works, rock works,
special services for offshore pipelines and environmental
services. The turnover of Jan De Nul Group amounts to
€2.1 billion. Thanks to the combination of civil works,
maritime construction works and dredging works the
Jan De Nul Group is able to perform large–scale projects
like the construction of Palm Jebel Ali (Dubai), the construction of Dubai Waterfront (Dubai), the design and
construction of the Manifa Field Causeway And Islands
(Saudi Arabia) and the contract for the design and construction of the Panama locks (Panama).
Tragel 60
9308 Hofstade - Aalst
T: +32 53 73 17 11
F: +32 53 78 17 60
info@jandenul.com
www.jandenul.com

Philippe HUTSE
Area Director

Dmitriy REEV
Business Development
Manager
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JK Structure
1. JK Structure in Construction
JK Structure is essentially a time-labor-and logistics-effective
method, in other words a cost-effective method of building
high quality “quasi-conventional houses or constructions ”,
which can best be summarized as “steel-reinforced concrete
houses, built without shuttering/framework”.

Route de la Station 142 Box 30
7070 Le Roeulx

JK Structure houses or constructions are built entirely “on
site”. It is neither a prefab system nor does it use sandwich
panels or other types of “panels”. Built-in thermal and
sound insulation, resistance to earthquakes, hurricanes,
termites and rodents provide the basis for high quality
residential and commercial constructions. JK Structure
is suitable both for up-market and luxury homes and for
mass-housing projects.

The JK Structure Company is a manufacturer, supplier of
the JK Products and provides essential training for builders
and contractors wishing to implement the JK Structure
Construction System. JK Structure Production Units can be
established as soon as a market has been established have
a capability of 5 million and 10 million m²/annum.
2. JK Structure in Civil Works
JK Structure has other equally powerful applications in civil
works, such as Tunnels, Slopes and Roads and benefits
from a joint patent for the construction and reinforcement
of Tunnels with VINCI (the world’s leading civil works
contractor) and Ciments Vicat (France’s second largest
cement producer after Ciments Lafarge).

T: +32 64 49 02 94
F: +32 64 49 02 94
maximeais@aol.com
www.JK-Structures.com

Maxime SADOWSKY
Director

Christopher SADOWSKY
Director
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Christian MARTEL
Export Manager

KORAMIC HOLDING / LAMIFIL
Koramic Holding NV is an investment company active
in several domains, such as real estate, private equity,
financial investments and participations in industrial
companies. The industrial participations of Koramic
are active in various domains and Koramic Holding is
amongst others, the mother company of Lamifil NV company, based in Hemiksem. The core business of Lamifil
is the production of wire and conductors in aluminium,
aluminium alloys, copper and copper alloys. These
products are used for underground cables, transmission
of electricity, railway electrificiation, special cables for
automotive, electronics and aviation, …

Koramic Holding was established in 1883 and is located
in Kortrijk.
Address Lamifil:
Frederic Scheidlaan
2620 Hemiksem
T: +32 3 870 06 11
F: +32 3 870 06 74
lamifil@lamifil.be
www.lamifil.be
Ter Bede Business Center
Kapel Ter Bede 84
8500 Kortrijk
T: +32 56 24 96 05
F: +32 56 22 86 99
christian.dumolin@koramic.be
www.koramic.be

Christian DUMOLIN
Chairman & CEO
of Koramic Holding
Chairman of Lamifil company
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LAPAUW INTERNATIONAL
Lapauw International is a worldwide specialist for
industrial laundry systems and ironers which can be
found throughout the healthcare sector, laundries and
hotels, where they contribute to an ultra-hygienic and
bacteria-free environment.

Oude Ieperseweg 139
8501 Heule
T: +32 56 35 42 95
F: +32 56 35 45 59
anthony.geerinckx@lapauw.be
www.lapauw.be

Anthony GEERINCKX
CEO
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LASTEK Belgium
Lastek products are used throughout the industry. Numerous methods which considerably simplify welding and
reduce welding costs, were developed for maintenance
& repair industry.

Above all, Lastek provides much more than just welding
materials. Together with the customer, Lastek looks for
solutions. Years of extensive international experience,
through knowledge of all aspects of welding problems
and the high quality of Lastek products give exceptional
added value to the entire welding industry.

Toekomstlaan 50
2200 Herentals
T: +32 14 22 57 67
F: +32 14 28 68 12
mario.vandensteene@lastek.eu
www.lastek.eu

Mario VAN DEN STEENE
Export Engineer
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LIEDEKERKE WOLTERS WAELBROECK KIRKPATRICK
Liedekerke Wolters Waelbroeck Kirkpatrick is the
largest independent Belgian firm today, with over 130
lawyers in Brussels and an office in London. Founded in
1965 by lawyers committed to excellence, the firm has
established an international reputation based on the
unique experience and unchallenged expertise it has
acquired in the main areas of business law.

Liedekerke advises and represents domestic, foreign
and multinational companies in the financial, property,
industrial and service sectors, as well as public authorities, international organizations, charities and private
clients. Through its non-exclusive relationships with
non-Belgian and international law firms that share the
same high standards and vision, Liedekerke is capable
of providing swift and comprehensive legal services
worldwide.

Keizerslaan 3
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 551 15 72
F: +32 2 512 53 98
p.malherbe@liedekerke.com
h.verstraete@liedekerke.com
www.liedekerke.com

Philippe MALHERBE
Partner

Henk VERSTRAETE
Partner
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LINGUITEX
LINGUITEX offers translations of commercial and legal
texts, texts of general interest, and also sworn translations of miscellaneous official documents such as acts
or diplomas.
Translation, adaptation and updating of websites and
newsletters, general business correspondence.
Text correction and revision by native speakers.
Frieda Depamelaere, the manager of the translation
office, has a Master’s Degree in Translation (French/
English/Dutch) and is also a sworn translator at Belgian
courts of justice.

Languages: French - English - Dutch - Russian. Other
languages on demand.
Reliable service with prompt delivery.
Лидия Созонова является носителем русского языка
и профессиональным присяжным переводчиком и
предлагает услуги устного и письменного перевода
на нидерландский язык материалов различного
содержания и разной степени сложности.

Olekenbosstraat 162
8540 Deerlijk
T: +32 56 77 59 54
F: +32 56 77 59 82
info@linguitex.be
lidia@fraza.be
www.linguitex.be
www.fraza.be

Frieda DEPAMELAERE
General Manager

Lidia SOZONOVA
Translator/Interpreter Russian/
Dutch
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LMS INTERNATIONAL
LMS International is an engineering innovation partner
for companies in the automotive, aerospace and other
advanced manufacturing industries.
LMS enables its customers to get better products faster
to market with a unique combination of 1D & 3D virtual
simulation software, mobile and lab testing systems,
and engineering services in the areas of structural and
modal analysis, motion, ride and handling, noise and
vibration, acoustics and durability.

Interleuvenlaan 68
3001 Leuven

We are focused on the mission critical performance
attributes in key manufacturing industries - structural
integrity, system dynamics, handling, safety, reliability,
comfort and sound quality. LMS has the experience,

unique competences and award-winning solutions that
empower an innovative way of engineering – one that
supports manufacturers in the race to get products out
right-first-time. The pay-offs are dramatically shortened
cycle times, superior products that excite the customers,
as well as reduced development costs and risks.
Through our technology, people and over 25 years experience, LMS has become the partner of choice for Fortune
500 companies in the automotive, aerospace, and other
advanced discrete manufacturing industries. LMS is
certified to ISO9001:2000 quality standards, employs 850
highly qualified people and operates through a network
of subsidiaries in key locations around the world.

T: +32 16 38 42 00
F: +32 16 38 46 00
gino.vandendriessche@lmsintl.com
www.lmsintl.com

Gino VAN DEN DRIESSCHE
Regional Manager Russia
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LUBRICHIM
Lubrichim blends and sells:

Lubrichim also proposes technical assistance for
formulations.

• Automotives after sales additives.
• Empex for major oil companies and many factories in
Europe (under the brand Empex certified products):
- empex 3200 tackiness agent and adhesion improver
for chainsaw oil;
- empex 1500 tackiness agent and adhesion improver
for chainsaw oil, biodegradable formula.
• Lubricants under the brand names Eurostar, Lubrall,
LBC and private labels including motor oils.
• Eurostar: additives for heating oil.

Rue Emile Bouilliot 34
1050 Brussels

• Base oils: solvent neutral 150,300,550.
• Bright stock.

T: +32 2 345 15 91
F: +32 2 344 73 60
reine.sels@lubrichim.com
www.lubrichim.com

Reine SELS-THIRION
Manager

Axel FARHI
Technical Expert
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LYDIAN LAWYERS
Lydian is one of the leading independent law firms
in Belgium. Founded in 2001 and making the most
of opportunities in a rapidly evolving market, Lydian
has successfully developed to become a fully-fledged,
stand-alone business law firm, driven by 70 motivated
and highly competent lawyers.

However, where we really make a difference is in our
niche competences (banking, energy, environment,
insolvency & restructuring, intellectual property & IT,
life sciences, outsourcing, pensions, ports & logistics,
private equity, public contracts, real estate investment
and water).

Because our experts work in an array of practice areas
and in a multi-disciplinary manner when necessary, we
are able to offer full services to our clients. Also beyond
borders: our firm has privileged contacts with the most
renowned international law firms, who devote themselves
as vigorously to your affairs as we do.

‘Lydian’ is a term used in jazz music and means ‘note
system’ or ‘touchstone’, the backbone on which jazz
musicians rely in jam sessions. In the same way we seek
to be the backbone of our clients’ business ventures.

Havenlaan 86c (b113)
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 787 90 00
F: +32 2 787 90 99
david.haverbeke@lydian.be
www.lydian.be

David HAVERBEKE
Partner
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MACTAC EUROPE
Activities: Manufacturing and marketing self-adhesive
products for the following industries:
• printing products for label converting, promotional
stickers, and packaging solutions (sheets and rolls
for all type of printing techniques);
• decorative products used by CAD-CAM marking converters, photo finishers (mounting and laminating
films) and digital printers (large size posters);
• double-sided tapes for mounting and assembling
applications in different industries (automotive, electronics, etc…).
The European plant and the MACtac Europe Headquarters were established in Soignies (Belgium) in 1967 and
distributes its products through fully owned Subsidiaries

in Europe and through an international network of specialized distributors in the other regions, guaranteeing
a professional service to all customers whatever their
size or industry. MACtac is a part of the American Bemis
Group, recognized as the premier manufacturer of flexible
packaging materials throughout the world.
Key figures: 730 people (Belgium and European Subsidiaries); Sales: US$310 million; Plant site: 55,000
sqm; Export: 95% sales in more than 60 countries.
Prizes received: Prix Wallonie à l’Exportation 1994, Grand
Oscar à l’Exportation 1997, Trends Gazelle 2002 & 2004,
Highly Protected Risk Achievement 2005. Certification:
ISO 9001 in 2000.

Boulevard Kennedy
7060 Soignies
T: +32 67 89 41 00
F: +32 67 84 37 67
mactac.europe@bemis.com
www.mactac.eu

Philippe LOUWETTE
Export Manager
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MAILLE FRANCE (Carine Gilson Lingerie Couture)

Rue Auguste Gevaert 17
1070 Brussels

Carine Gilson is one of the rare creators to imagine
lingerie in another way than as a simple accessory: a
complete garment that can be worn at any moment.

seamstresses with fairy’s hands. The tiny irregularities
of the noble materials in shade or finishing are precious
details that testify to their authenticity.

The very best of the magnificent silk of Lyons, the most
delicate Chantilly laces, the exclusive and audacious
palette of complexion, the most generous cuts, the
hand-crafted haute couture; nothing is too good for
Carine Gilson. Bras, panties, slips, strings, negligees,
trimmings; each item is unique. Produced in natural
silk – a precious translucent material – they are both
fluid and elegant when worn.

A line of much noticed swimsuits appeared in 2007. A
very small and absolutely exclusive collection of evening
dresses will be presented this season.

Seduction is an art. So these few grams are lovingly
hand-stitched in her Brussels’ workshop by ultra-qualified

A graduate in Fine Arts (Brussels) and from the celebrated
Antwerp Academy, Gilson was only 23 when she bought
a small sewing workshop. This enabled her to launch
the first Carine Gilson Couture Lingerie collection in
1994. In addition to her Parisian address, her collections
are also available from New York to Tokyo, as well as in
London with a new Carine Gilson store.

T: +32 2 523 24 28
F: +32 2 523 99 46
info@carinegilson.com
www.carinegilson.com

Carine GILSON
Managing Director

Anaïs LAMBERT
Commercial Assistant
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MANAU
We are a manufacturer of costume jewellery valuable for
middle/higher-class fashion, jewellery, gift and interior
shops. The collection bears the name of the designer
whose passion for designing goes back many years.
Since her childhood Helga is fascinated by everything
related to design and crafts. She has done a lot of travelling over the past years for her creative aspirations. This
has led to a very specific technique with influences from
different cultures which are combined with high fashion
aspirations. In 1998 the decision was made to put a full
collection on the market. Since then, a unique collection
that is adapted to the trends and colours of the season
appears twice a year. With the opening of two flagship
stores, the opportunity has been created to exhibit the
entire collection for the consumer.

All products are handmade in our own studio in Aarschot,
where a specialised team guarantees a quality-oriented
production. All products are delivered with a warranty
certificate. The raw materials processed in the jewellery
are very carefully selected. Depending on the colours of the
season we are working with semi-precious stones, freshwater pearls, polished crystals and various ornaments.
The metals are hypoallergenic and are created in various
colours such as light silver, antique silver, antique bronze,
light gold, etc.
Vision statement: Creating the ‘feminine touch’ for the
active self-confident women of all ages with a unique personality and a passion for fashion, culture and romance.

Gasthuisstraat 8
3200 Aarschot
T: +32 16 56 15 56
F: +32 16 57 22 39
luc@helgaverlinden.be
www.helgaverlinden.be

Luc WILLEMS
General Manager
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MESWARE
MESware, a leading company in the development and
implementation of MES and WMS software solutions
called MEScontrol.net and is located in Roeselare,
Belgium.

Beversesteenweg 561/2
8800 Roeselare

The unique approach and high configurability of the solution enables companies to take advantage of an industry
standard solution with a Total Cost of Ownership impressively lower than other solutions on the market.

MESware has been founded in 2004 by Lieven Decorte,
based upon over 20 years of experience in industrial
automation and manufacturing optimization. Today
MESware was able to build a solid customer base in the
food industry in Europe, having some initial implementations in the heavy equipment industry in Ekaterinburg
- Russia and focuses on international expansion within
Europe and Russia.

T: +32 51 26 32 12
F: +32 51 22 80 22
chris.vanderschueren@mesware.be
olga.vardugina@dataobjects.net
www.mesware.be
www.mescontrol.ru

Chris VAN DER SCHUEREN
Business Development
Manager

Olga VARDUGINA
Business Development
Manager X-tensive
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MICKEY WEINSTOCK & CO
Situated in the heart of the Antwerp diamond district,
our company specializes in “excellent make”, ideal cut
diamonds. Our expertise lies specifically in the “Hearts
& Arrows” diamond cut, which displays a pattern of eight
perfect hearts and arrows in a diamond. Using only the
most experienced craftsmen in Antwerp, we manufacture
our own line of fine round diamonds from 8 pointers up
to 5 carats. Every diamond is carefully checked at each
stage of the manufacturing process, giving the finished
product the cut, clarity, and brilliance you would expect
to find in top quality gems.

Our diamonds are hand cut to perfection for ideal proportions and perfect symmetry. They have reached
international acclaim and have been exported across
Europe, the Middle East, the United States and SouthEast Asia.

Hoveniersstraat 53
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 401 17 01
F: +32 3 401 17 10
mickey@mickeyweinstock.com
halina@mickeyweinstock.com
www.mickeyweinstock.com

Mickey WEINSTOCK
CEO

Halina MARKOWICZ
Public Relations Manager
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MITRA INNOVATIONS
Mitra Innovations SA, a member of The Alpha Group, is
a pioneer in the field of power technology. Reknown for
its highly reliable standard and custom designed power
solutions, Mitra Innovations has become a prime supplier
of market leaders in the telecoms, traffic and medical
segments in Europe.

Mitra invests continuously in end to end solutions from
site monitoring and control, to network management.
The objective is to reduce the total cost of ownership
of its customers including, among others, installation
and maintenance costs, energy savings and assets
management.

Boulevard de l’Europe 131
1301 Wavre
T: +32 10 43 83 09
F: +32 10 43 82 14
j.gabriel@mitra-innovations.com
www.mitra-innovations.com

Jean GABRIEL
CEO

Jo COPS
Channel Manager
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Daniel HOREMANS
Business Development

NAUTA DUTILH
NautaDutilh is a leading independent Benelux law firm,
practising Belgian, Dutch and Luxembourg law. The
firm was founded in the Netherlands in 1724. With 400
lawyers, civil law notaries and tax advisers in offices
in Amsterdam, Brussels, Luxembourg, London, New
York and Rotterdam. We specialise primarily in corporate and financial law, real estate, litigation and capital
markets but are also highly regarded for our expertise
in restructuring and insolvency, tax, employment law,
IP/ICT, regulatory/EU law.
Our Russian desk mainly assisted Russian clients who
wish to perform operational activities in the Benelux
and structure investments through Benelux holding
companies. We have also represented Russian compa-

nies before foreign courts, in high-profile cases largely
covered by international press.
Kurt Demeyere specializes in tax law and speaks Russian.
He is a director of the Belgian-Luxembourg Chamber of
Commerce for Russia and Belarus. In 2008, Kurt spent
a semester at Moscow State University. He is a frequent
speaker at seminars and conferences in Belgium and
Russia, and has written book chapters and articles on
various tax-related topics, and speaks Dutch, French,
English and Russian. He has passive knowledge of
German and Polish.
Chaussée de la Hulpe 120
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 566 80 00
F: +32 2 566 86 11
kurt.demeyere@nautadutilh.com
www.nautadutilh.com

Kurt DEMEYERE
Attorney-at-law
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NEMETSCHEK SCIA

Industrieweg 1007
3540 Herk-de-Stad
T: +32 13 55 17 75

Nemetschek Scia is an international software company
established in Belgium with worldwide branches. It provides
structural engineering software for the complete cycle of
design to construction for all types of structures. Since more
than 35 years, Nemetschek Scia is specialized in advanced
engineering calculations applied for: designing residential
& industrial buildings, stadiums, bridges, tunnels, harbour
structures, power plants, industrial equipment, housing,
etc. Safety, resistance, economy and esthetics are design
criteria. Among the clients of Nemetschek Scia are engineering offices, contractors, fabricators (steel/concrete) and
governmental institutions. Example structures where Scia
software was used: Burj Khalifa (Dubai), Spartak Moscow
Stadium, Musée des Confluences (Lyon), Alstom Powerplant
in Karlsruhe. Scia continuously inspires engineers to move

their limits in designing, analysing and building any kind of
structure – even the most audacious ones – while keeping
their full creativity and effectiveness.
Nemetschek Scia’s products target 3 business areas
Structural analysis, design and detailing software (Computer
Aided Engineering).
Software, services and projects for CAD & BIM modelling,
fabrication management, production logistics and ERP for
the steel construction industry (Computer Aided Drafting
& Building Information Modeling).
Software, services and projects for CAD of reinforced concrete structures and production logistics and ERP for the
prefab concrete industry.

F: +32 13 55 41 75
jp.rammant@scia.be
j.trubacek@scia.cz
www.scia-online.com

Jean-Pierre RAMMANT
CEO Scia Group NV
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Jozef TRUBÁČEK
Head of Sales Eastern Europe

NEWTON 21
Newton 21 is an independent international group of specialized marketing and communication companies, managed
by entrepreneurial shareholders. The group is present in
14 countries through its affiliates and associated partners.
Since 2005, Newton 21 is listed on the stock exchange,
the Free Market of Euronext, Brussels under the name
Newton 21 Europe. The Newton 21 group operates under
two brands:
- “VIVACTIS”
Healthcare: The group is the leader of this market niche
in France and one of the leaders in Europe. The group
proposes a complete and wide offer covering integrally
the life cycle of a medicine and answering the needs of the
groups of the food industry.

Well-being communication and marketing: This specialization is focused on the guidance and representation of
fresh, frozen or processed fruit and vegetables production
companies from anywhere in the world on the European
markets.
- “NEWTON 21”
Brand Activation: Our professionals reach the consumers
in a direct and meaningful way with influential tools using a
variety of alternative media channels (not only mass media)
to manage and build strong brands.
Digital communication: The proposed offer of services is
very large. It includes such techniques and tools as web
strategy, web 2.0, web advertising, communication in virtual
worlds, web graphics and design, e-commerce, advergames,
blogosphere investigation, off/online events, etc.

Avenue Gustave Demey 57
1160 Brussels
T: +32 2 733 97 60
F: +32 2 733 41 70
info@newton21.com
www.newton21.com

Alain MAHAUX
CEO

Loïc MAHAUX
Business Development Adviser
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NICHE TRADING

Paardenmarkt 68
2000 Antwerp

Since 1994 Niche Trading has been active in Russia in the
area of Food Distribution and Food Production. Throughout
the years we have supplied our Russian partners with the
food raw materials and the special support they needed
to be successful on the Russian market. We supply raw
materials for the bakery, confectionery, ice-cream, margarine, dairy and beer industry. And we produce compound
chocolate in our joint-venture Belgostar in Kaliningrad.
Another succesful Russian project is our joint-venture
Baccarat Belgian Chocolates in St.Petersburg, producer
of Belgian artisanal pralines. Our chefs were trained in
Belgium by well-known chocolatiers like Lieven Burie
and Dominique Persoone.

T: +32 3 201 10 10
F: +32 3 201 10 19
j.van.aalst@nichetrading.com
www.nichetrading.com

Jac VAN AALST
General Manager
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NMC
NMC is an internationally leading company active in the
development, production and marketing of synthetic
foams.
Founded in 1950, NMC develops, manufactures and
markets synthetic foam products. Our 1200 worldwide
associates strive to develop innovative, reliable, and
high-quality products supported by a complete service
package.

NMC offers optimal foam solutions for the highest technical demands in the following sectors: room and facade
design, insulation, industry and packaging as well as
sport and leisure.

Gert-Noël Strasse
4731 Eynatten
T: +32 87 85 85 90
F: +32 87 85 85 11
roger.aussems@nmc.be
www.nmc.be

Roger AUSSEMS
Business Unit Manager,
Architecture & Design
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ODGERS BERNDSTON
Founded in Brussels in 1965, Odgers Berndtson is one
of the most successful and established global executive search firms in the world: top 3 in Europe, N°1 in
Asia thanks to a strategic alliance, N°1 in the UK, N°1
in Canada.
With revenues in excess of $230 million in 2009, the
group has over 250 Partners supported by more than
350 Consultants and Researchers in 54 offices spread
over 27 countries worldwide.

Belgicastraat 7 box 3
1930 Zaventem

Odgers Berndtson offers the following services: direct
search of high-level executives across every function
and industry, management appraisal and board advisory services.

In Russia, we have developed intensive working relations
with our colleagues of Odgers Berndtson in Moscow.
In Belgium and Luxembourg, the group also includes:
• RB Selection (www.rbselection.be), dedicated to the
identification and recruitment of young potentials and
experienced operational managers;
• Talentium (www.talentium.com), helping corporations to achieve superior business performance by
aligning people, organization and culture with their
business strategy.

T: +32 2 725 00 04
F: +32 2 721 10 04
jc.uyttenhove@odgersberndtson.be
www.odgersberndtson.com

Jean-Charles UYTTENHOVE
Partner
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OMEGA PHARMA
Omega Pharma is a pure player in OTC with focus on
prescription-free medicines, personal care products
and cosmetics. The Group was created in 1987 and has
since then expanded into an international player with
2,000 employees and activities in 35 countries across
Europe and beyond.

The Group is now positioned within the Top Fifteen ranking of the global OTC market.
The shares are listed on Euronext Brussels.

The company’s brands are clustered around five pillars,
including Derma (cosmetics, medicated skin care),
Cough & Cold (allergy, cold, flu), Parasites (anti-insect,
headline), Classics (Omega Pharma Heritage) and MultiLocals (strong brands with presence in a limited number
of countries).
Venecoweg 26
9810 Nazareth
T: +32 9 381 02 15
F: +32 9 381 02 78
sam.sabbe@omega-pharma.be
www.omega-pharma.be

Sam SABBE
Chief Strategy Officer
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OPEN ENGINEERING
Open Engineering S.A., a member of the Samtech Group,
is a breakthrough supplier of Multiphysics software
for the CAE market. Our solutions are based on the
Oofelie platform, optimized for complex Industrial 3D
design work.

Our offer also contains a strongly coupled Fluid Structure
Interaction solution.
References: ABB, AMOS, CIOMP, ESA, FN group, FZ,
HYUNDAY, LAMBDA-X, LASEA, LUXSPACE, ONERA,
Groupe SAFRAN.

Oofelie provides you with unique capabilities to analyze
sensors & actuators, MEMS & MOEMS.

Rue des Chasseurs Ardennais 8
4031 Angleur

Full strong coupled FEM BEM FMM simulations between
relevant physical phenomena yield fast convergence and
efficient handling of supersized nanoscale problems.
E.g. piezo-vibro-acoustics simulations for sound based
applications or thermo-piezo-electric simulations for
accelerometers and gyrometers.

T: +32 4 372 93 45
F: +32 4 372 93 21
p.devincenzo@open-engineering.com
www.open-engineering.com

Pascal DE VINCENZO
General Manager
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ORFIT INDUSTRIES
Orfit Industries develops and produces solutions for
immobilization and mobilization of patients in three
market segments: splinting materials for physical rehabilitation, thermoplastic materials for prosthetic sockets, patient positioning and immobilization systems for
radiation oncology.

We offer a complete solution to clinicians and patients,
from research and development to production, marketing
and sales, export and education in the local market.
We have a worldwide activity, we support clinicians and
help patients in 65 countries.

Orfit thermoplastic products improve the clinical outcome
of therapy and increase the comfort of patients.

Vosveld 9a
2110 Wijnegem
T: +32 3 326 20 26
F: +32 3 326 14 15
steven.cuypers@orfit.com
www.orfit.com

Steven CUYPERS
CEO
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OTN SYSTEMS
OTN Systems designs, develops and markets a unique
range of Open Transport Network solutions for specific
market segments: oil & gas, metros, light rail systems,
railways, mines, motorways, utilities, airports and large
industrial plants.
The company’s easy-to-use Open Transport Network
solutions are based on the latest fiber optical technology. The systems are conceived to meet the needs of
the industrial environment of our market segments and
offer the most reliable digital communications backbone
for video, voice, data, audio etc. that fully supports your
operations & mission critical applications.

It is OTN Systems’ mission to provide innovative Open
Transport Network solutions of the highest quality and
reliability in combination with best-in-class customer
support.
With a unique product portfolio and more than 400
satisfied customers all over the world, OTN Systems is
committed to get your information across.

Atealaan 34
2200 Herentals
T: +32 14 25 28 47
F: +32 14 25 20 23
info@otnsystems.com
www.otnsystems.com

Daniel GALIANA
Sales Manager
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OXL
Flamar, which is an important player in the break-bulk
market with over 3 decades of experience and unique
know-how, acts as general agent to OXL.
OXL is specialized in heavy lift ocean transportation.
We can carry single lifts as part cargo or full ships with
multiple voyages for large projects with heavy-lift up
to 500 mt.

With our tailor-made solutions for a port-to-port service
combined with our competitive pricing, flexibility, first
class fleet and professional approach, OXL is able to serve
the energy, oil & gas, construction & mining, aviation,
leisure and heavy industries.
Please get in touch to see how we can serve you best
– www.oxl.be.

OXL operates a core tramp parcel service between Baltic,
Europe, Africa, Mediterranean, Black and Red Sea ports,
Persian Gulf, India and Far East.
Vismijnstraat 23B
8380 Zeebrugge
T: +32 50 54.20.54
F: +32 50 54 70 69
chart@flamar.be
www.oxl.be

Dag DE BONDT
Chartering Manager
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POLYVISION
PolyVision is manufacturer of e³ environmental
ceramic steel writing surface and the ēno interactive
whiteboard.
The e³ environmental ceramic steel writing surface is
shipped all over the world and is recognised as a high
quality writing surface for chalk- and whiteboards mainly
used by local board manufacturers who produce their
own range of finished products. As such PolyVision
cooperates with leading manufacturers of high quality
writing boards who supply the local educational and
corporate customers.
Zuiderring 56
3600 Genk

Worldwide Ministries of Education recognise the advantages of the unique properties of the ceramic steel writing
surface and have it specified for their requirements. The
fact that the product is now C2C (Cradle to Cradle) certified is an important additional element in the search for
more sustainable products.
In line with the corporate strategy to continuously improve
the product and develop new products that comply to the
needs of key end users, the ēno-interactive whiteboard
has been launched in 2009. PolyVision produces the end
product – based on patented technology – and ships it fully
assembled together with the special Bluetooth accessory
kit & stylus pen to distributors all over the world.

T: +32 89 32 31 30
F: +32 89 32 31 31
jmaurissen@polyvision.com
www.polyVision.com

Johan MAURISSEN
Director Business Development
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PRAYON
The Prayon Group manufactures and markets an extensive range of purified phosphoric acids, phosphate salts
and fluorine products from its four sites throughout the
world. The general public is not usually familiar with these
products, which are chiefly used as primary materials
in the manufacture of end products. They are used in
food (including baked goods, meat, processed cheese,
fish and seafood, cereals, fruit and vegetables), drinks,
pharmaceutical products (including toothpaste, oral
hygiene products and excipients) and a range of industrial
applications (for papers, ceramics, glass, metal, and so
on) as well as in fertilisation and detergence.

Prayon is also at the forefront of innovation in its areas
of activity. Prayon wet processes for phosphoric acid
production are marketed by its licensing subsidiary
Prayon Technologies throughout the world and are used
to produce over 60% of world tonnage.

Rue Joseph Wauters 144
4480 Engis
T: +32 4 273 92 08
F: +32 4 273 93 35
dirgen@prayon.be
www.prayon.com

Yves CAPRARA
CEO

Marc COLLIN
Managing Director of Prayon
Technologies

Erik DESMET
General Manager of Profile,
a Division of Prayon SA
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Francis MIRISOLA
Vice President Procurement

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS
PwC provides industry-focused assurance, tax and advisory services to public and private clients in Belgium
and internationally. The use of our experience, industry
knowledge, business insights and network in each of
these areas enables us to create a distinctive experience for our clients.

We draw on the collective expertise of our global network
to discuss those things that matter to our clients and
their stakeholders. We describe their concerns about
creating and sustaining value, building trust through
dedication to quality, attracting and retaining outstanding
people, and demonstrating leadership through sound
governance and transparency. We show how our industryfocused services in the fields of assurance, tax, human
resources, transactions, performance improvement and
crisis management have helped address those client
and stakeholder issues.

Woluwedal 18
1932 Sint-Stevens-Woluwe
T: +32 2 710 42 11
F: +32 2 710 42 99
koen.cooreman@pwc.be
oxana.favstova@pwc.be
www.pwc.be

Koen COOREMAN
Director

Oxana FAVSTOVA
Manager
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PRODUCTION INDUSTRIELLE DE COMPOSANTS (P.I.C.)
Founded in 1989, P.I.C. is a Belgian company that is active
in the sector of Sunblind.

Our mission consists in developing a partnership with
our customers.

The Venetian blind market represents a significant part
of our activities.

From manufacturers of blinds to architects, they all
benefit of our savoir-faire.

Thanks to this expertise, P.I.C also offers her services for
developing and manufacturing components for interior
rollers and vertical blinds.

Thanks to our image and our experience, we offer quality
products, services and support on the field, and know in
detail, our customers’ applications in order to guarantee
high-level product qualities, resistant to corrosion, lights,
long aging of use.

P.I.C headquarters is located near Charleroi Airport in
Belgium and develops, manufactures and sells components for sun blinds worldwide.

In order to entirely satisfy our customers, we develop
and produce since 2007 slats in 16 and 25mm width
of 20 microns thickness and 35 and 50mm width of 22
microns thickness.

Avenue de Heppignies 1
6220 Heppignies
T: +32 71 91 99 99
F: +32 71 35 03 32
sapic@sapic.be
www.pic-sa.eu

Jean LAINI
Managing Director

Diba LOBOGNON
Technical Sales
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PROSPER / DE KRINGWINKEL

Ambachtstraat 2
2450 Meerhout

ProsPer vzw is an initiative (non-profit) taken by 3 Flemish
social economic reuse centers in order to dynamize and
professionalize export of the items (furniture, household items, textiles, …) that are 100% reusable but that
could not be sold because of overstock. ProsPer installs
shops ‘Kringwinkels’ together with local partners that
are interested to realize jobs and economic activity in a
non-profit setting, in order to get that overstock material
into reuse on an external market.

T: +32 15 23 73 93
F: +32 15 23 73 99
info@prospervzw.be
rik.oplichtenbergh@
dekringwinkelzuiderkempen.be
bert.quintelier@ateljeevzw.be
joris.debrone@trad.be
www.prospervzw.be

Rik OPLICHTENBERGH
CEO ProsPer & Director
De Kringwinkel Zuiderkempen
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Bert QUINTELIER
CEO ProsPer & Director
De Kringwinkel Gent

Joris DE BRONE
CEO ProsPer & Director
De Kringwinkel Brugge

RADIOMATIX
The mission of Radiomatix is to improve the quality of
healthcare by providing radiology services all over the
world. The company offers its services through the Belgian Radiology Group (BRG), which unifies more than
300 Belgian, well trained radiologists, organized along
subspecialties.

• high-quality teleradiology readings (primary readings,
secondary readings and overreads for training of juniors),
in all fields of radiology, including Computed Tomography
(CT), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and PET-CT;

Through this structure, Radiomatix offers a unique combination of the following services:

• radiation dose control and reduction for CT examinations,
whereby the data on the CT dose is benchmarked with
European and non-European countries data and on-site
support is offered for the optimization of the CT dose.

• teaching programmes for radiologists and radiology
technicians, such as workshops (on-site and in Belgium)
and coaching through teleradiology overreadings;

Radiomatix works in close collaboration with its client
hospitals and takes great care in offering tailored solutions,
taking clients’ specific needs and goals into account.

Bergekouter 99A
9300 Aalst
T: +32 53 77 74 33
F: +32 53 70 74 22
lievenvanhoe@gmail.com
zhanetta.khamkhoeva@
radiomatix.com
www.radiomatix.com

Lieven VAN HOE
President

Zhanetta KHAMKHOEVA
Account Manager CIS

Dmitry MIKHALSKI
Consultant
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REDITECH ENGINEERING

Frans Boelplein 15
9140 Temse

Reditech Engineering has teams of very specialized
engineers with years of experience, delivering ICT-,
industrial automation solutions and maintenance services
for different kinds of machines and processes in various industries: Life sciences, Food industry, Chemical
plants, Metal industry, Environmental projects, Machine
construction … We support engineering departments
with our automation knowledge about “state-of-the-art”
technologies, but we can also provide turnkey solutions.
Together with our customer we always aim for a good
solution that achieves besides increasing productivity
and reducing costs also increasing quality, safety and
flexibility in the manufacturing process.

T: +32 3 711 32 93
F: +32 3 711 32 94
dirk.verelst@reditech.be
www.reditech.be

Dirk VERELST
Managing Partner
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RIGOBERT
We are highly skilled craftsmen joiners and cabinetmakers. We are the third and the fourth generations.
Our products receive a first class finish, which is made
possible thanks to our vast range of specialist equipment.
As a company, we have opted to only work on the basis
of technical specifications and drawings produced by
architects, engineers and interior designers. There is no
limit to what we can produce, whether this be work in
solid timber, sculpting, wood veneer, marquetry, stainless steel, brass, laminated wood or wood panelling.
All our finishes, including the varnishing, staining, lime
waxing, painting and lacquering, are all performed in our
in-house finishing rooms. We export all over the World,
including the U.K., Germany, France, the Grand-Duchy

of Luxembourg, United States, Japan, Sweden, Poland,
Russia, Lebanon, Qatar and many more.

Chaussée de Vilvorde 96
1120 Brussels
T: +32 2 424 10 44
F: +32 2 424 10 65
myriam@rigobert.be
www.rigobert.com

Myriam MOUSSEBOIS
Manager
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RODSCHINSON INVESTMENT GROUP
Rodschinson Investment Group is a global investment
firm of independent partners that provides a wide range
of investment, brokerage and trading services worldwide
to a substantial and diversified client base that includes
small- and mid-sized businesses, as well as large corporations, investment banks, pension funds, hedge funds
and high net-worth individuals.
We are specifically specialized in the raise of capital
and acquisition of large and mid-sized companies and
real estate.

Rodschinson‘s business is expanding around the world,
as global markets become ever more tightly linked by
technology, by the breaking down of regulatory barriers,
and by the increasingly global needs of our clients. We
bring together organisations that are extraordinary as
stand-alone entities, but combined, these independent organisations comprise a network that is virtually
unmatched in the breadth and depth of resources available to serve you.

Bastion Tower 20
Place du Champ de Mars 5
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 550 36 87
F: +32 2 550 36 88
dg@rodschinson.com
www.rodschinson.com

Rachid CHIKHI
Director
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ROOFOODS INTERNATIONAL
Roofoods International is an ambitious enterprise that
embodies all the important facets of the waffle and
chocolat industry. This is the result of the acquisition of
several healthy production companies in 2007 and 2008.
Led by Mr Edwin Rooswinkel we are in the process of
building a specialised company, where quality and service
are of major importance.

Roofoods produces waffles, ice-cream biscuits and the
accompanying specialities. Roofoods is the exclusive
partner of chocolate pralines producer Limar for the
Russian market. As a private label producer we can
offer clients a first–rate, high-quality and customised
product. This combined knowledge, together with a
wide range of existing as well as new products and our
established market value, allow us to present you with
a great offer.

Scheepstraat 12
3630 Maasmechelen
T: +32 78 15 81 59
F: +32 14 65 90 90
sales@roofoods.com
www.roofoods.com

Erik VAN GEIRT
Sales Manager
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ROSY BLUE
Rosy Blue – client of Alrosa, BHP Billiton Diamonds,
Diamond Trading Company and Rio Tinto Diamonds –
is a leading global diamond company, with over $1.6
billion in sales in 2010. Established in 1960, Rosy Blue
has presence in 14 countries and employs over 5100
employees. Rosy Blue’s global activities include trading
of rough diamonds, manufacturing and distribution of
polished diamonds and jewellery, and providing strategic
alliances for its branding partners.

Member of the UN Global Compact:
www.unglobalcompact.org
Member of the Responsible Jewellery Council:
www.responsiblejewellery.com

Hoveniersstraat 53
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 206 16 34
F: +32 3 206 16 05
info@rosyblue.com
www.rosyblue.com

Dilip MEHTA
CEO & Coordinator

Amit BHANSALI
COO
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R-SHOW
Founded in 1993, R-Show is a company specialized in
manufacturing of promotional and fun formats.
Our products aim to support promotion and marketing
actions as well as to participate to the animation of points of
sale (shopping centers, chains of restaurant ...) or to organize events (sports events, international meetings ...).
Among the products available for our clients: inflatable
games, (huge) inflatable promotional structures, inflatable tents, inflatable stands ... but also banners, parasols,
skydancers, calicos, flags, beach flags…
All our products can be printed with the desired colors,
logos, images...

All our realizations are made with state-of-the-art processes and techniques (double seams, reinforcement eyelets...) in our workshop in Jemappes. Clothes are anti-UV
treated for a better resistance to fading and lacquered
for an easier maintenance. They respect the indoors M²
fire-resistant norms.
Our company guarantees a quality production satisfying
the best technical standards.
We work with numerous advertising agencies and event
organizers.
Our employees put their technical competences at the
disposal of creativity and new ideas.

The main asset of our products is that they can be quickly
installed and easily transported.

Rue du Pavé Danau 16
7012 Jemappes
T: +32 65 67 80 76
F: +32 65 87 43 53
contact@airshowballoon.com
www.airshowballoon.com

Iren MARKINA
Manager
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SADU ABRASIVES
Sadu Abrasives is a company leading the demand trend
in the market with a wide choice of diamond tools, cutting- and grinding discs, flap discs, carbide circular
sawblades, …Thanks to our own conversion facility we
can offer you a full range of abrasives tailored to your
needs. Thanks to our flexible manufacturing programmes
we can offer private label for all our products. We have a
first class purchasing programme giving our customers
very competitive prices without compromising on our
quality levels.

We are looking for retailers, purchase organisations in
diamond discs, hole saws, coated abrasives and flap discs.
We are even looking for dealers in building materials.

Entrepotstraat 12
9100 Sint-Niklaas
T: +32 3 777 07 28
F: +32 3 778 03 54
info@sadu.com
www.sadu.be

Jozef SACK
General Manager
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SAMTECH
1) Our business

3) Virtual prototyping software editor

SAMTECH Group is the European leading developer of
mechanical simulation software and parametric models
management including KBE and optimization. The group
employs more than 250 people worldwide.

Since its creation, SAMTECH continually increases the industry simulation possibilities by, first, developing innovative
features in their top of the class solvers and then integrating
them into either a unified and customizable simulation
platform or into environment dedicated to very specific
applications, both enabling engineers to efficiently perform
complex simulations in mechanics or multi-physics.

2) Belgian based expertise
Since 1966, our scientists and engineers have developed
and increased the performances of our solutions available
to make them able to resolve even the most challenging
engineering problems. Software solutions from SAMTECH,
combined with high level services and very reactive support,
have been involved in a large amount of innovative engineering processes and products around the World.

Mixing innovative technology, dedicated graphical interfaces
and high level of services able to manage simulation processes and data help our customers focus on designing and
improving products and not anymore on using software.

Liège Science park
Rue des Chasseurs Ardennais 8
4031 Angleur
T: +32 4 361 69 69
F: +32 4 361 69 80
olivier.gramaccia@samtech.com
www.samtech.com

Olivier GRAMACCIA
Deputy Sales Marcom Director
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SCHREDER

Rue de Lusambo 67
1190 Brussels

Schréder Group GIE is an international group active since
1906 and specialized in the manufacture and sale of advanced
lighting products worldwide for use in street and highway
lighting, decorative urban lighting (squares, parks) and
tunnel lighting.

Schréder recently opened a Representative Office in Moscow.
Schréder products light among others the Historical Museum
on the Red Square in Moscow, Khanty Mansiysk and Vnukovo
airports, the Ford assembly hall in Saint Petersburg, the Expo
Center in Moscow and major highways in Novosibirsk.

Schréder Group GIE also manufactures floodlights to illuminate sports areas and monuments, lighting for industrial
facilities and for subway and public transport stations.

References:

Schréder brings together 2500 people in 50 companies
around the world, each providing customized solutions for
their market.

• 2010 World Cup Soccer stadium in Durban – South
Africa.

Schréder offers integrated solutions with new technologies
such as LED (Light Emitting Diodes) and remote management of outdoor lighting installations.

• Olympic Village Vancouver – Canada.

• Champs Elysées in Paris – France.
• Motorways in Belgium.

• Porta Sousa railway station in Torino – Italy .
• Major urban beautification references in the cities of
Kiev, Prague, Budapest, Warsaw, Belgrade, …

T: +32 2 333 21 59
F: +32 2 333 21 99
m.debruyn@schreder.com
www.schreder.com

Michel DE BRUYN
Regional Director ECE

Dmitry BUROV
General Manager Schreder
Representative Office Moscow
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SCR-SIBELCO
With 253 operational sites (not including warehouses
and headquarters) in 38 countries on no less than five
continents and through the dedicated efforts of just above
10,000 employees, Sibelco has built an industrial group,
acknowledged throughout the world while continuing
to operate and be adjudged like a family-business. The
company has branched out into a wide variety of minerals – where it once began solely distributing quartz
sand – pioneered several extractions techniques, moved
into all corners of the world – stabilising its turnover
and dedicated substantial funds to the rehabilitation of
exhausted quarries and mines. Today, the Sibelco Group
extracts and processes a broad range of non-metallic
industrial minerals.

Quellinstraat 49
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 223 66 11
F: +32 3 223 67 00
info@sibelco.com
www.sibelco.com

Alain SPEECKAERT
Director of Sibelco
Chairman of Belgian National
Federation of Silica Producers

Bernard Respaut
Director Strategic
Development
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SGS BELGIUM
SGS, Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. It is the global leader in
inspection, verification, testing and certification industry
and has a network comprising more than 1,000 offices
and laboratories and 42,000 employees in well over 120
countries. In 1981, SGS started its activities in Russia, when
a permanent representation was opened in Moscow.

Noorderlaan 87
2030 Antwerp
T: +32 3 545 44 20

In 1993 SGS created SGS Vostok Ltd., its fully owned affiliate
in the Russian Federation. SGS Vostok Ltd. counts 5 main
offices (Moscow, Nakhodka, St Petersburg, Novorossiysk
and Samara) and runs nearly 40 regional offices around
the Russian Federation.
Since 1993, SGS Belgium offers exporters of consumer
goods direct access to the mandatory Russian GOST R

product certification system. In 1999, when the investment
boom in Russia started, SGS widened its service to the
exporters of machinery and production lines, and provided
them with access to other Russian statutory inspections
systems like Fire Safety, Metrological, Ex Proof and most
important Gosgortechnadzor (RTN). The RTN Permit to
Use is one of the key documents required at the final commissioning, by absence of which permission for starting
operations will not be obtained.
More recently SGS started offering access to similar
Certification Systems in Kazakhstan and Ukraine. Today,
we consider ourselves as a one-stop-shop for Russian
Certification.

F: +32 3 545 44 06
jozef.somers@sgs.com
alexander.nikolaev@sgs.com
www.sgs.be

Jozef SOMERS
Business Unit Manager

Alexander NIKOLAEV
Project Manager
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SHANT LABORATORIES
Shant Laboratories is a provider of advanced technology
solutions for separation science techniques in the field
of high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).

the pharmaceuticals, food, nutraceuticals, cosmetics,
environmental matrices, forensic samples and industrial
chemicals sectors.

Well established in the international market, Pathfinder®
is the new generation of HPLC columns and adsorbents
with unique chromatographic characteristics able of
solving the most challenging separation problems in
analytical and industrial HPLC.

Established in 2000, our company operates from its
headquarters in Belgium with the additional support
of a subsidiary unit in Armenia. Shant Laboratories is
now looking for industrial partners in Armenia to implement its innovative technology in the above mentioned
industry sectors.

The large portfolio of Pathfinder HPLC products offered
by Shant Laboratories enables full scalability from analytical to preparative separation media, as well as the
availability of offering various preparative Bulk media
for self-packing. Complete solutions are available for

Avenue Léon Champagne 2
1480 Saintes
T: +32 2 390 03 23
F: +32 2 390 03 24
info@shantlabs.com
www.shantlabs.com

Gagik ABRAHAMYAN
Manager

Sonja DE VISCH
Executive Manager
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SITRA - IPRUS
The Sitra Group is an international transport company,
and a logistic service provider with growth ambitions,
founded in 1962 in Ieper, Belgium. IPRUS was founded
in 2001 in Russia. The Sitra Group has other offices in
France, the Netherlands, Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Poland and Lithuania.

Sitra-Iprus is specialised in the transport of conditioned
goods, liquids, powders, granulates and packed goods,
meeting the requirements of the standard ISO 9001. The
fridge products are temperature controlled.

Sitra-Iprus offers road transport, multimodal transport
and extra logistic services throughout Europe.

Moscow Region –
Podolsk District – Village Mis
142184 Klimovsk Moscow
T: +7 495 996 36 39
F: +7 495 996 36 41
m_saelens@sitra-group.com
www.sitra-group.com

Martial SAELENS
CEO
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SOLVAY
SOLVAY: A GROUP ACTIVE IN CHEMISTRY
Solvay is an international industrial Group active in
Chemistry. It offers a broad range of products and solutions that contribute to improving quality of life. The
Group is headquartered in Brussels and employs 17,000
people in 40 countries. In 2009, its consolidated sales
amounted to €8.5 billion.
Solvay Chemicals is world leader in Soda Ash, a product
used among others for glass, washing powder and flue gas
cleaning. Solvay also has a strong leadership in caustic
soda, hydrogen peroxide and fluorinated products.

Solvay Plastics is a major player on the PVC market and
a solutions provider with the broadest portfolio of highperformance and fluorinated polymers.
As Solar Impulse’s first main partner, Solvay is also
aboard this exclusive solar powered airplane, with its
know-how and 11 high-performance or fluorinated
products used mainly for the energy system, structure
and weight reduction.

Rue du Prince Albert 33
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 509 61 11
F: +32 2 509 66 17
webmaster@solvay.com
www.solvay.com

Jacques van RIJCKEVORSEL
Alexis BROUHNS
Michel BRUN
Member of the
Europe General Manager
Director of Development CIS
Executive Committee
Director Corporate
Group General Manager
Government and Public Affairs
of Plastics Sector
Honorary Ambassador of Belgium
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Veniamin ALPERN
Managing Director

STAR-APIC
With more than 25 years experience, offices all over in
Europe and many partners worldwide, the STAR-APIC
Group is the largest GIS editor of European origin (GIS
= Geographic Information System) and world leader in
cartographic software.

Liège Science Park
Avenue Pré Aily 24

Formed from the merger of the Belgian company STAR
INFORMATIC and French APIC SA in 2003, STAR-APIC
concentrates on developing, marketing and supporting
software solutions for managing spatial (geographic)
data. It provides both standard products and customised solutions to increase efficiency and deliver real
business benefits.

Our customers include Central and Local Government,
Utility Companies (water, gas, electricity, telecommunication and public transport networks), systems integrators,
national geographic institutes and cartographic publishing
companies in Belgium, France and around the world.
Our award winning software products are recognised as
providing highly efficient, resilient and robust solutions
for managing large volumes of data. They are designed
to integrate with other systems and databases and to be
customised to meet specific requirements.

4031 Angleur
T: +32 4 361 47 62
F: +32 4 367 17 11
hb@star.be
www.star-apic.com

Hans BREEMERSCH
Export Manager
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STASSEN
Stassen, créateur de cidre depuis 1895
In 1895, Léon Stassen created his first cider, using apples
from his orchards in Aubel, Belgium.
For generations, this unique recipe has been treasured
to found the family’s traditional cider company where
Stassen is still brewed today. Prepared using only the
finest ingredients, Stassen’s passion for quality gives
it a distinctive taste to be savoured at any moment,
any time.
Stassen, The Belgian Cider expert

Driving the cider category innovations in several markets, Stassen has developed key successful Cider new
products.
Today, the Stassen brand is sold in more than 20 countries in the world.
Stassen’s new born:
• Stassen Cider: a unique cider fermented from 100%
juice, 100% natural: no artificial flavor, no coloring;
• Kidibul Organic: a healthy & festive drink for children
100% made with organic fruit juice.

Proud of its 115 years cider experience, Stassen is
nowadays recognized for its unique know-how and its
passion for innovation in the world.

Rue de Kan 7
4880 Aubel
T: +32 87 68 03 21
F: +32 87 68 61 39
edz@stassen.be
www.stassen.be

Philippe STASSEN
CEO

Emmanuel DEMEZ
Export Manager
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STEENBAKKERIJ VANDE MOORTEL
Vande Moortel was established in 1864 along the river
Scheldt in Oudenaarde, Belgium. Through its long history
Vande Moortel always integrated the latest technologies.
Today the company is on the same location more active
than ever. It is still a family company, directed by the
family Vande Moortel.

Vande Moortel delevoped into an important manufacturer of bricks, clay pavers and panel systems, with
a production capacity of 85,000,000 pcs per year. The
most important markets are Belgium, the Netherlands,
Germany, UK, France, Austria, Switzerland, Japan and
the Czech Republic (www.vandemoortel.be).

Scheldekant 5
9700 Oudenaarde
T: +32 55 33 55 88
F: +32 55 33 55 70
info@vandemoortel.be
www.vandemoortel.be

Peter Vande Moortel
General Manager

An Koninckx
Responsible for Real Estate
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STEENFABRIEKEN NELISSEN
Nelissen Brickworks was established in 1921 by Grandpa
Alfons Nelissen on the Kesselt Tablelands. The location was ideal for manufacturing hand-moulded facing
bricks because of its (loess) clay. For over 90 years, we
have been quarrying the red, yellow, pink and grey clay
in our own quarries.
Correct timing of the significant investments has enabled
Nelissen to expand steadily. With an annual production
capacity of 150 million bricks, Nelissen has become an
important player in the European market.
Its location, the perfect condition of its materials, its
persistent quality awareness, the outstanding craftsmanship, a history of expertise, and the use of state-

of-the-art technologies were and are guarantees for
the company’s success.
Nelissen is not only dedicated to the quality of its products,
but also to the quality of our environment. Nelissen’s
hand-moulded facing bricks are made of loess, a natural
product. We quarry this type of clay in our own quarries,
and transport it on conveyor belts to our plants where it
is processed with environment-friendly methods.

STEENFABRIEKEN / BRIQUETERIES

It’s Nelissen’s contribution to ecological housing.
Nelissen continues to be the specialist in hand-moulded
+ facing bricks being at the top of the ladder as far as
quality and hues are concerned.

Kiezelweg 458-460
3620 Lanaken
T: +32 12 44 02 44
F: +32 12 45 53 89
info@nelissen.be
www.nelissen.be

Carlos JORISSEN
Commercial Director

Jeroen BARTELS
Commercial Agent
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SUPERGEMS
We are manufacturers of a full range of polished diamonds. Our rough is supplied directly from sources
who endorse the Kimberley process. We specialise in
0.50ct up to 10ct large, as well as a full range of smalls
to pointers.

The group manufactures in Belgium and India, with
sales offices in Antwerp, Mumbai, Dubai, Tel Aviv and
Hong Kong.

Schupstraat 18
2018 Antwerp
T: +32 3 233 62 72
F: +32 3 232 69 07
antwerp@supergemsgroup.com
www.supergemsgroup.com

Sachiv MEHTA
Managing Director
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SWIMEX EUROPE
SwimEx is dedicated to building the finest fitness pools
and rehabilitation equipment for the specialized markets: medical, sports, residential, hotel and resorts and
others. We pride ourselves of the quality of our patented
construction, the uniqueness of our aquatic environment,
and the high level of professional service we deliver. We
offer filtering installations, different applications on water
treatments, rehabilitation equipment and ‘cold and hot’
plunge pools. We deliver in-house and on-site training
to their personal needs.

Troisdorflaan 8
3600 Genk
T: +32 89 75 32 00
F: +32 89 75 31 00
peter.dewit@swimexeurope.eu
www.swimexeurope.eu

Peter DE WIT
Managing Director
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THE SNIFFERS
The Sniffers has more than 19 years of experience in
delivering a wide range of services including:
• fugitive emission management programs (Leak Detection and Repair programs)
• flare loss and internal process loss management
programs
• steam loss management programs
• tank emission management programs
• quick scan with infrared camera for VOC leaks

These services do not only considerably reduce the
impact on the environment, but they also offer a great
financial payback (through the reduction of raw material losses).
The Sniffers has a very extensive reference list, including a multitude of major oil and gas companies and
chemical companies in Europe but also in the Middle-East
(TAKREER, BOROUGE, ADMA, ADGAS, GASCO, ZADCO,
SAMREF, QAFCO, QVC, QAFAC, EQUATE, MARGHAM).

• pipeline inspection and -integrity services.
Poeierstraat 14
2490 Balen
T: +32 14 31 88 88
F: +32 14 32 11 11
hans.hooyberghs@the-sniffers.be
www.the-sniffers.be

Hans HOOYBERGHS
COO
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TRACK BRACK / MECAWOOD
Track Brack S.P.R.L. / Mecawood is a young company
which was born in 2007. It has been based on the invention and the international patent of the Glulam brick
developed by the Belgian Eric Moerenhout. The basic
idea was to create a wood based equivalent of the traditional cinderblock masonry. The main advantages of
this system would be to:
1. SIMPLIFY the constructive system as much as possible,
allowing Mr. « Anybody » to build his own house,
2. MINIMISE the required equipment and machinery
(and therefore the investment) to build the walls,
3. ACCELERATE the speed of building

All this adding the qualities of wood opposed to the
traditional masonry.
Since the first version of the brick, the system has been
continuously in evolution in order to be improved and
to be able to match the requirements of the standards
of construction of the highest number of countries as
possible, never forgetting nor changing the base of this
invention: simplicity and ease of erection.
The MECAWOOD system is based on the principle of
the traditional cinderblock masonry. Just like these
traditional constructions, the MECAWOOD blocks are
superimposed on quincunx. Visit one of our house and
you will be sharmed by the welcoming.

Rue du Bois d’Hazy 200
L-6600 Bastogne
T: +32 487 96 48 83
F: +352 26 39 30 59
michael.nisen@exporun.eu
www.mecawood.com

Michael NISEN
General Manager
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TRANSPORT PIERRET
Transport Pierret was founded in the 1970s. Based in
Belgium, Transport Pierret develops complete logistics
services: transport by road, sea and air, storage, packaging, labelling, quality control, customs agency and so
on. We are active worldwide through a network of agents
which is steadily expanding. In 2011, we are building a new
multimodal logistics platform directly connected to the
rail network. We are looking for new industrial partners
for which we can be their new European distribution
centre. We are ready to offer them flexible, efficient and
reliable 3PL logistics solutions.
Chaussée de Bastogne 100
6840 Longlier
T: +32 61 27 75 50
F: +32 61 27 90 39
info@transport-pierret.be
www.transport-pierret.be

André PIERRET
Founder and Chairman of the
Board of Directors
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Emmanuel PIERRET
CEO

Laurent PIERRET
Manager

TRANSURB TECHNIRAIL
TRANSURB TECHNIRAIL is an engineering consultant
of transport-oriented services, pooling the experience
and resources of its shareholders: the Belgian Railways
Group, the Brussels’ Mass Transport Company and major
Belgian private transport engineering companies. The
company provides the full range of services which are
covering the complete life cycle of transport systems
(Feasibility > Design > Build > Supervise > Operate
> Maintain > Rehabilitate/Upgrade) and for all main
five application domains (infrastructure, signaling, rolling stock, electro-mechanical systems and information
system).

We offer our clients complete, integrated and tailor
made solutions in:
• railways: conventional for passengers and freight,
high speed;
• urban transport: bus rapid systems, metro, LRT;
• intermodality between these and other modes:
airports, maritime- and dry ports.
Moreover, TRANSURB TECHNIRAIL has been specialized, for 15 years, in training (railways and all urban
transport systems) assisted by driving simulator (full
scale simulator or partial task trainer). The service
offer covers conception with the client, construction and
implementation on site.

Rue Ravenstein 60
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 548 53 11
F: +32 2 513 94 19
z_popova@mail.ru
www.transurb.com

Zoya POPOVA
Senior Manager of TIL Moscow
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TRICOLAST
Tricolast is a manufacturing company since 1948 that
specialises in made-to-measure knitting and silicone
coating. With our 2 brands – Caroskin and Scarban we primarily specialise in the treatment/prevention of
heavy scar formations caused by heavy trauma, surgery,
burn accident …

Secondarily, we have a brand new concept that involves
a new therapy for the treatment of lymphatic arm
problems.

Kortrijkstraat 52
9800 Deinze
T: +32 9 386 15 11
F: +32 9 386 16 09
bernard@scarban.eu
www.scarban.eu

Bernard HOSTE
VP - Export and Business
Development
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TRIPLACO
Triplaco is specialised in HPL laminates, postforming, laquering, surface glueing, windowsills, lightweight panels, and in subcontracting for the furniture
Industry.
Triplaco produces and commercialises HPL- (High Pressure Laminates) and CPL-laminated products.
Main postformed products are wooden windowsills, worktops and doorpanels, bathroompanels, covers … which
we produce in many different models and decors.

Triplaco also produces surface glued panels (laminates
in different thicknesses and decors glued on a core),
acoustic panels, sandwich panels, lightweight-panels,
foil-front panels, HPL-front panels, laquer-front panels,
3D-products, 2D-profiles, compact interior Stratificato,
compact exterior MEG, solid surface PRAL …
We export all over Europe and are looking forward to
develop a partnership with distributors or volume-customers in Russia, especially for the ‘windowsills’ and
the ‘surface glued panels’, which are our main export
products and for which we are able to offer excellent
prices for the best quality.

Generaal Deprezstraat 2
8500 Harelbeke
T: +32 56 22 62 17
F: +32 56 22 98 15
g.sabbe@triplaco.be
ludovic.billiet@lefevere.be
www.triplaco.com

Geert SABBE
TEO Manager

Ludovic BILLIET
Business Development
Manager
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TRYGGR & FLEMMING
Tryggr & Flemming is a young and entrepreneurial
Belgian company providing corporate finance, company
structuring and international business development.
We provide high quality advise on mergers and acquisitions, company valuations, equity and debt financing, management buy out and buy in. According to our
enhanced approach, we help companies to prepare and
get ready for mergers, acquisitions and disinvestments,
and to integrate acquisitions in their existing structure.
Finally, we have extensive experience and knowledge
of international markets. This expertise enables our
customers to move forward in emerging markets, but
to limit their risks.

In most markets, amongst them Russia, China, India and
Turkey and the Central and Eastern European countries,
Tryggr & Flemming offers local expertise and assistance,
combined with a local Belgian representative for follow
up of your international investments.

Kleinhoefstraat 9
2440 Geel
T: +32 14 58 48 71
jan.marynissen@tryfle.com
www.tryggr-flemming.com

Jan MARYNISSEN
Managing Partner
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UCB
UCB, Brussels, Belgium (WWW.UCB.COM) is a global
biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery
and development of innovative medicines and solutions to
transform the lives of people living with severe diseases
of the immune system or of the central nervous system.
With more than 8 000 people in about 40 countries, the
company generated revenue of EUR 3.1 billion in 2009.
UCB is listed on Euronext Brussels (symbol: UCB).

Allée de la Recherche 60
1070 Brussels
T: +32 2 559 99 99
F: +32 2 559 99 00
didier.malherbe@ucb.com
www.ucb.com

Luc VERMEESCH
Vice-President and Head of
International Major Markets
UCB Pharma S.A.

Didier MALHERBE
Thierry TEIL
Vice President Public Affairs, Vice President and Managing
General Manager UCB Belgium
Director Russia
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ULYS
Ulys is a specialized, fully-integrated and independent
law firm.

Ulys is established in Brussels and Paris and is certified ISO 9001.

Our scope of expertise includes:

Ulys’ motto is: “A Modern and Human Law Firm, dedicated to Innovation”. The Ulys touch is a mix of four
fundamental values: Specialised!; Innovative!; Committed!; and Partner!

1. New technologies
2. Intellectual Property
3. Media, Gaming, Entertainment & Sport
4. Commercial, Company and Competition law applied
to the sectors here above

Ulys has won several awards in the recent past, including
Belgian TMT Firm of the Year (Legal Awards 2006) and
French rising IT Firm 2007.

Avenue de la Couronne 224
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 340 88 10
F: +32 2 345 35 80
thibault.verbiest@ulys.net
momtchil.monov@ulys.net
www.ulys.net

Thibault VERBIEST
Partner

Momtchil MONOV
Associate
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UNITRON
UnitronGroup develops, manufactures and sells electronic telecommunication and multimedia accessories
worldwide.
Develop:
UnitronGroup is the market leader in the development and
manufacturing of electronic accessories and appliances
for the digitalisation of audio-video and telecommunication systems (Digital Terrestrial Television, Digital Satellite
Television and Digital CableTelevision) for SFU (single
family units) and MDU (multi-dwelling units).

Sell:
Our standard products are sold through a distributors’
network. Their brand name is “Johansson” but they are
also sold under “private label”.
High-technological RF and IP products and projects
are delivered OEM to international industrial operators
and partners.
Manufacture:
UnitronGroup manufactures over 700 different “Johansson” and “private label” products in its production plants
“Vesla” and “Deltronic” in the Czech Republic and in its
production plant “Unitron Asia Pacific” in China.

Frankrijklaan 27
8970 Poperinge
T: +32 57 33 33 63
F: +32 57 33 45 24
sales@unitrongroup.com
www.unitrongroup.com

Willy LAMAIRE
Managing Director
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VAN HOOREBEKE ADVOCATEN
The Belgian law firm Van Hoorebeke Advocaten, with
offices in Ghent (Belgium) and a permanent representation in Minsk (Belarus), offers advice on Belgian, European
and international law and can tap into expertise in all
legal matters that are relevant to the corporate world.
Therefore Van Hoorebeke Advocaten is able to help
and assist companies with their local and international
activities in the most optimal way.

Throughout his career Karel Van Hoorebeke, senior
partner and founder of the law firm, has established very
good contacts with Belarus. In 2009 Karel Van Hoorebeke
was also assigned as Honorary Consul of the Republic
of Belarus for the Flemish Region.

Coupure Rechts 162
9000 Ghent
T: +32 9 265 95 95
F: +32 9 265 95 90
advocaten.law@vanhoorebeke.be
www.vanhoorebeke.be
www.vanhoorebeke.by

Karel VAN HOOREBEKE
Lawyer
Honorary Consul of the Republic of Belarus for the Flemish Region
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VASCO DATA SECURITY
VASCO is a leading supplier of strong authentication
and e-signature solutions and services specialising in
Internet security applications and transactions.
VASCO has positioned itself as a global software company
for Internet security, serving a customer base of over
10,000 companies in more than 100 countries, including
more than 1,500 international financial institutions.
VASCO’s prime markets are the financial sector, enterprise security, e-commerce and e-government.

Koningin Astridlaan 164
1780 Wemmel
T: +32 2 609 97 00
F: +32 2 609 97 09
jvalcke@vasco.com
www.vasco.com

Jan VALCKE
Managing Director
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VERANNEMAN TECHNICAL TEXTILES
Our company is specialised in the production of open
structure textiles, coated on-line. The weaving plant is
located in Belgium and we are part of the Sioen Industries
Group in Belgium with 4500 employees worldwide. With
a total capacity of 100 mio.sqm in Polyester fabric, our
technical textiles are used in various applications as the
production of roofing and swimming pool membranes,
non-woven reinforcements for filtration and wind screens
in agriculture, industry and the domestic market. We offer

a tailor made solution in textiles to reinforce synthetic
materials in PVC, TPO or TPE etc., on calandering and
extrusion production lines. Our customers rely on our
experience, quality and after sales service to develop
new materials for various applications. The construction market is our major activity but we are active in
automotive, air filtration media, agriculture, off-shore
applications e.a.

Fabriekstraat 31
8850 Ardooie
T: +32 51 24 81 70
F: +32 51 22 61 68
claude.catry@veranneman.be
www.veranneman.be
www.sioen.be

Frank VERANNEMAN
General Manager

Claude CATRY
Commercial Director
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VERGOKAN
The Vergokan group, specialized in metal processing and
finishing, produces and commercializes a complete range
of steel cable support systems for electrical installations
in industrial and administrative projects. Vergokan offers
standard and tailor-made solutions.

Grada International, located in Lokeren and also belonging to the group, is a niche player and produces grilles,
diffusers, valves and accessories for the ventilation and
air conditioning equipment (HVAC) market.

The group has its own fully integrated activities: the
group owns a galvanization facility (Vergo Galva) and a
powder coating facility (Vergo Coating).

Meersbloem Melden 16
9700 Oudenaarde
T: +32 55 31 83 35
F: +32 55 33 73 44
svetlana.sloviantchyk@vergokan.com
www.vergokan.com

Svetlana SLOVIANTCHYK
Export Manager
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VERVLOET
Vervloet is not just another name, it is an outstanding
reference with more than a century of experience in the
field of decorative hardware. Every piece of Vervloet’s
collection is molded and cast in the purest bronzes and
brasses, then chased and finished by highly qualified
craftsmen.

Rue de la Borne 78
1080 Brussels

The decorative hardware resulting from this process
is in no way to be compared with the chain-worked
industrial products. Moreover, Vervloet offers a vast
range of possibilities. Thousands of models result of
several generations of master bronze craftsmen. Vervloet also broadened their choice with a contemporary
line of hardware.

Since a few years, Vervloet decorates private yachts
and jets.
Some references: Royal palaces in Belgium, Monaco,
Saudi-Arabia, Luxembourg, Morocco; Embassies; Banks;
hotels and private residences in Belgium, Monaco, SaudiArabia, Luxemburg, Morocco, Germany, France, Japan,
USA, Praha, Beijing, Turkey, United Arab Emirates,
Lebanon, Barbados.

T: +32 2 410 61 50
F: +32 2 410 63 81
cm@vervloet.com
www.vervloet.com

Corinne MORLEGHEM
Commercial Manager
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VETEDY
Vetedy is THE specialist of high quality exotic solid wood
floors. We concentrate our activities in 2 complementary
sectors: indoor parquet and outdoor decking concept
(in) with an invisible clip fixation named Softline®. Our
floorings are available in different dimensions and species
like Bamboo, Merbau, Niove, Padouk, Teak, Iroko, etc.
We can suggest them with a factory finishing. Softline®
decking concept is available in 5 woods: Merbau, Padouk,
Ipe, Afrormosia and Teak that come with a special profile
underneath. As we are always improving the system, we
now offer all our Softline® production with a unique
innovation on the market: the end board assembly 100%
invisible thanks to our special end-strips. That eliminates
the move risk which can appear after the installation. The

strip is manufactured in the same composite material
as the Softline® clip and goes in the groove very simply.
100% quality approaches, this innovation presents the
additional advantage to indicate you the correct installation direction, so for the professional who will install
the decking: it is now impossible to lay the decking in
the wrong direction.

Zone Artisanale de Weyler 50
6700 Arlon
T: +32 63 43 31 33
F: +32 63 43 41 35
info@vetedy.com
www.vetedy.com

Patrick DEUMER
Director
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VICTOR PUZAJ
Our firm is an international law practice comprising 12
individuals working as a team. Our practice is a member
of the international association EUROPEAN LAWYERS
GROUP; we therefore have hundreds of colleagues in
all European countries in particular, as well as many
colleagues in other countries around the world.
Maître PUZAJ has taught commercial and social law for
more than 25 years at an Accounting, Commerce and
Management college.

Rue du Général Bertrand 22
4000 Liège

French-Ukrainian, Dutch-Russian, English-Russian and
German-Russian and Ukrainian.
We also, of course, deal with any other problems that
might arise in bilateral Ukraine-Belgium relations, such
as, in particular, problems concerning responsibility in
case of accidents and various occurrences, as well as
problems concerning insurance, transport, certification, etc.

We are particularly qualified to create and develop relations with Ukrainian and Belgian partners with a view to
expanding exports to Ukraine. In particular and among
other things, we can prepare bilingual agreements in

T: +32 4 226 83 34
F: +32 4 224 14 77
v.puzaj@avocat.be
www.euro-lawyer.puzaj.eu

Victor PUZAJ
Lawyer
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VLASSENROOT
The Vlassenroot Group is the world leader in lasercutting, bending and welding high strength steel for
booms, turntables and chassis of hydraulic telescopic
cranes. The group is also a major international player
in the production of special profiles for bridges, tipper
trucks and oil tankers.

The Vlassenroot Group is known across the globe as
a supplier of quality. A reputation that is continuously
confirmed by the added value we create for our clients,
by our highly motivated employees, and by our ability
to guarantee the financial stability of our organization
in the long term.

Since 1996, The Vlassenroot Group has been a part of
the JC Wibo Group and Partners.

The Vlassenroot Group is a vertically integrated industry
group with bases in Belgium, Germany and Poland.

An international group with management & industrial
experience, the group has its roots in production and
distribution sector.
Noordkustlaan 12-14
1702 Groot-Bijgaarden
T: +32 2 467 62 20
F: +32 2 467 62 29
management@jcwibo.com
www.vlassenroot.com

Jean-Charles WIBO
CEO - President
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VLERICK LEUVEN GENT MANAGEMENT SCHOOL

Reep 1
9000 Ghent

Founded in 1953 the Vlerick Leuven Gent Management
School is the leading business school in Belgium and one
of the top ten business schools in Europe. The School
benefits from the amassed knowledge of the two largest
Belgian universities, Ghent University and the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven. The School offers an International
MBA programme and numerous company specific and
open executive programmes. Vlerick is one of the few
business schools to hold the three most important
accreditations relevant to the world of management
education: EQUIS, AMBA and AACSB. The School has
three campuses: Ghent and Leuven (in Belgium) and
St Petersburg (Russia), and an alliance with Peking
University in Beijing.

Its St Petersburg campus, started in 2006, hosts a parttime MBA, as well as company specific programmes,
and has graduated over 120 Russian alumni. The School
is currently increasing its commitment to the Russian
market introducing a world-class International Executive
MBA in Moscow in the fall of 2011. In this connection it
seeks to understand the leadership development needs
of leading Russian companies.

T: +32 9 210 97 11
F: +32 9 210 97 00
info@vlerick.com
www.vlerick.com

Prof. dr. Philippe HASPESLAGH
Dean
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WATERLEAU
WATERLEAU: protecting the Blue Planet – One stop
shop for customers anywhere in the world.
Waterleau is one of the global players with a complete
portfolio of water, air and waste treatment including
energy recovery applications.
The company employs today over 280 environmental
engineers and specialists and has a turnover of €75
million (2010) with an order portfolio of well beyond
€200 million. Working from the heart of Europe with
offices near Brussels, it has developed an extensive
network of local companies and representative offices
in Paris, Marrakech, Cairo, Hong Kong, Beijing, Sao
Paolo and Mumbai.

In the 10 years of its existence it has compiled an enviable
track record with over 1500 references. Internationally,
Waterleau has signed large contracts including the
projects in Marrakech (1.1 million PE), Fes (1.3 million
PE), Bagdad (1.4 million PE). The first two will even be
operated by Waterleau under a 10 year, O&M contract.
We delivered and operate plants in Coloane and Macau,
including large MBR. In the Shangai region Waterleau’s
waste incinerator, processing 300,000 tons of solid waste
per year (a city of more than 1 million people), generates 18MWe. The partnership in India through a joint
venture with Ion Exchange Ltd. already has executed
15 contracts including the Reliance zero discharge
wastewater treatment plant.

.

.

.

Radioweg 18
3020 Herent
T: +32 16 65 06 57
F: +32 16 65 06 63
luc.vriens@waterleau.com
anissa.temsamani@waterleau.com
maryna.tserashchuk@waterleau.com

www.waterleau.com

Luc VRIENS
Managing Director

Anissa TEMSAMANI
Director Public Affairs
& Public Relations

Maryna TSERASHCHUK
Sales & Process Engineer
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WINPRO
Created in 1994, WinPro is a production management
software for windows and doors producers. It manages
production of any kind of materials: uPVC, aluminium,
timber, steel, glass fiber, or any combination of these.
WinPro can also compute and produce roller shutters.

Avenue Georges Lemaitre 30
6041 Gosselies

course WinPro can drive any kind of machinery: saws,
milling centers, pantographs, welders, automated production lines, fitting machinery, ... There is virtually no
limit to what WinPro can achieve.

WinPro was launched initially on the Belgian market,
and is now distributed in France, Spain, Netherlands,
Switzerland, Canada and Chile.

Beyond mere window computation, WinPro features
a host of extra modules: stock handling, production
management, deliveries, invoicing, integrated report
generator...

WinPro is a constantly evolving software, currently in its
9th major version. It is regarded as the unchallenged
technological leader in its branch. Thanks to its powerful
scripting language, WinPro can meet the demand and
adapt itself to the most challenging requirements. Of

Last but not least a simplified version of WinPro is available for distribution to window resellers. This version
is fully compatible with the production version, letting
resellers design and quote with maximum precision, and
send their orders to production without any re-typing.

T: +32 71 34 91 00
F: +32 71 34 91 01
hpicot@winpro.be
www.winpro.be

Henri PICOT
CEO

Olivier BEJAR
Sales Director
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Public Sector
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EMBASSY / CONSULATE GENERAL OF BELGIUM
EMBASSY
in MOSCOW

CONSULATE GENERAL
in SAINT-PETERSBURG

Ulitsa Malaya Moltchanovka 7
121069 Moscow

Saperny Pereulok 11
191014 Saint-Petersburg

T: +7 495 780 03 31

T: +7 812 579 57 91

F: +7 495 780 03 32

F: +7 812 579 95 01

moscow@diplobel.fed.be

saintpetersburg@diplobel.fed.be

www.diplomatie.be/moscow

www.diplomatie.be/saint-petersburg

Guy TROUVEROY
Ambassador

Jehanne ROCCAS
Consul General
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AWEX - WALLONIA FOREIGN TRADE
AND INVESTMENT AGENCY - WALLOON REGION
The Wallonia Foreign Trade and Investment Agency
(AWEX) is the Wallonia Region of Belgium’s government
agency in charge of foreign trade promotion and foreign
investment attraction. The agency has a worldwide network of 105 Economic and Trade Attachés. AWEX has
been certified ISO 9001 certified since April 2002.
As a foreign trade agency, AWEX carries out a mission of
promotion and information for the benefit of both Wallonia and the foreign business community. AWEX assists
buyers, decision-makers, importers and foreign prospects
by providing information on Wallonia’s export potential.
As an export partner for Wallonia-based companies,
AWEX offers a wide range of export-oriented services and

activities (market surveys, organisation of trade missions,
trade show pavilions, export incentives etc.).
As a foreign investment agency, AWEX has an overall
responsibility for the attraction of foreign investment
in Wallonia. This includes seeking out and providing
information to potential foreign investors. The Agency
also offers a pro-active follow-up service to investors
already established in Wallonia. In addition, it is in charge
of identifying new foreign investors for the acquisition of
industrial sites under restructuring process.
Place Sainctelette 2
1080 Brussels
T: +32 2 421 82 11
F: +32 2 421 87 87
mail@awex.be
www.wallonia-export.be
www.wallonia-international.be

Chantal DE BLEU
Deputy General Manager

Alphi CARTUYVELS
Head of
European Investments

Eric DE CLERCQ
First Attaché / CIS countries
Coordinator
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Yves RICHARD
Attaché

BELGIAN FOREIGN TRADE AGENCY
The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency is a public body with
a legal status. It was set up through the Cooperation
Agreement concluded between the Belgian federal
government and the three Belgian regional governments in 2002.
The Agency is run by a Board of Directors and its Honorary President is His Royal Highness Prince Philippe
of Belgium.

The Agency’s main tasks are:
• documentation on foreign markets;
• organisation of joint economic missions;
• collecting, organising and circulating information,
studies and documentation on external markets on
behalf of the regional export promotion organisations.
The regional export organisations (AWEX, Brussels
Export and FIT) remain the single contact point for
Belgian companies.

Rue Montoyer 3
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 206 35 11
F: +32 2 203 18 12
info@abh-ace.be
www.abh-ace.be

Marc BOGAERTS
Director General
Advisor to
HRH Prince Philippe

Rosemary DONCK
Mission Coordinator
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Nele DEMEULEMEESTER
Attaché

Christine MARCHAND
Assistant

BRUSSELS EXPORT – INVEST IN BRUSSELS
Ministry of the Brussels-Capital Region
Together, Brussels Export and Invest in Brussels promote
the internationalisation of the Brussels economy.
Brussels Export aims to enhance and improve the export
capacity of Brussels’ companies by:

• offering customised assistance through its worldwide
network of economic and trade representatives;
• organising collective promotional and prospection activities
such as trade missions abroad, group stands at international exhibitions, seminars and invitations of foreign
buyers and decision-makers;
• granting financial incentives to companies tackling foreign
markets;
• providing strategic information on foreign markets and
business opportunities.

Brussels Export also helps foreign companies to identify
well-targeted potential Brussels’ business partners (have a
glimpse at our database www.brussels-exporters.be).
Invest in Brussels prospects foreign direct investments
and provides free, tailor-made advice and consultation
services to foreign companies that consider Brussels as a
key destination for new economic activities.
Candidate investors evaluating the opportunity to set up (part
of) their business in Brussels can benefit from the “Brussels
Welcome Package”: a fully equipped work space offered
free of charge during a trial period of three months as well
as tailored advice and information on tax regulations, site
locations, public support incentives, environment and town
planning legislation, sector related issues, etc... through a
network of dedicated experts in those various fields.

Avenue Louise 500/4
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 800 40 00
F: +32 2 800 40 01
infos@brussels-export.irisnet.be
info@investinbrussels.com
www.brussels-export.be
www.investinbrussels.com

Jacques EVRARD
Managing Director

Emmanuel DE BEUGHEM
Business Development
Manager
Invest in Brussels

Sophie D’HAEMER
Assistant
Brussels Export
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FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE FINANCE
Fiscal Department for Foreign Investments

Parliament Corner
Rue de la Loi 24
1000 Brussels

Within the “Federal Public Service Finance”, a team of
experts informs and assists foreign investors and investors already established in Belgium on tax matters.

This public service works:

The Fiscal Department for Foreign Investments was created in 1997 and it operates under the direct authority of
the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Belgian
Federal Public Service Finance.

• everything disclosed to its officials remains strictly
confidential, as they are subject to a legal and strict
obligation of professional secrecy;

This service of the FPS Finance guides and informs the
foreign investor on tax matters, and assists him in his
contacts with the tax authorities.

• free of charge on a flexible, non-bureaucratic and
investor oriented basis;

• for tax information with regard to foreign investments
in Belgium, please get in touch with us (address
below).

T: +32 2 579 38 66
F: +32 2 579 51 12
taxinvest@minfin.fed.be
albert.wolfs@minfin.fed.be
www.fiscus.fgov.be

Albert WOLFS
International Tax Expert
Head of the Fiscal Department for Foreign Investments
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FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
FOREIGN TRADE & DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
The Federal Public Service (FPS) Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation manages
Belgium’s foreign relations. Belgium’s Foreign Affairs
network comprises 130 embassies, consulates and
representations both at home and abroad.

As an organisation with solid and long-standing experience in foreign relations, the FPS channels its expertise
into actions geared towards attaining the following objectives: defending Belgian interests abroad, promoting a
stable, fair, thriving world community based on solidarity
and combating poverty around the world by building up
high-quality development cooperation.

EGMONT I
Rue des Petits Carmes 15
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 501 81 11
F: +32 2 501 81 70
info@diplobel.fed.be
www.diplomatie.be

Andy DETAILLE
First Secretary, Direction for
Central and Eastern Europe

Sophie DE SMEDT
First Secretary, Direction for
Economic Interests

Thibaut de KERCHOVE
Expert, Direction for
Economic Interests
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FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE FOREIGN AFFAIRS –
OFFICE OF THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
The Office of Steven Vanackere, Deputy Prime Minister
of Belgium and Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Institutional Reform, develops foreign policy and strategy
in order to defend Belgian interests abroad.

Minister Vanackere is also competent for foreign trade
and, in this capacity, attaches a particular importance
to economic relations within the Belgian foreign policy
framework, thereby serving the regional entities and the
economic actors in Belgium.

EGMONT I
Rue des Petits Carmes 15
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 501 85 46
henk.mahieu@diplobel.fed.be
www.diplomatie.be

Henk MAHIEU
Deputy Chief of Staff - Bilateral Relations, Trade and Economic Diplomacy Unit
Policy Unit of the Office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs
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FLANDERS INVESTMENT & TRADE (FIT) GOVERNMENT OF FLANDERS
The Flanders Investment & Trade agency promotes
sustainable international business, in the interest of both
Flanders-based companies and overseas enterprises.

At another level Flanders Investment & Trade enhances
Flanders’ position as the gateway to Europe for inward
investors.

Whatever sector you are involved in, Flanders Investment
& Trade will help you establish contact with the Flemish
companies you are looking for.

The agency identifies, informs, advises and supports
overseas enterprises by establishing production and
research facilities, contact centres, headquarters, logistics operations and the like in Flanders, the northern
region of Belgium.

This includes not only products or services you may be
sourcing, but also various types of business relationships,
from joint ventures to technology transfers.

Do visit our website and discover our worldwide
network.
Gaucheretstraat 90
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 504 87 11
F: +32 2 504 88 99
info@fitagency.be
www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com

Koen ALLAERT
CEO

Ewa BULTHEZ
Project Manager Inward
Investments

Evelien STAELENS
Area Manager Eastern Europe
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Liesbet HUYGE
Assistant Area Manager

GOVERNMENT OF THE BRUSSELS-CAPITAL REGION
Cabinet of Minister Benoît Cerexhe in charge of Economy – Employment –
Scientific Research - Foreign Trade
Since entering office as Economy and Employment
Minister of the Brussels-Capital Region in July 2004,
Minister Benoît Cerexhe has endeavoured to increase
the economic potential of the Brussels-Capital Region
and spent considerable effort to make it more attractive
to investors and companies. By reviewing and simplifying
the economic expansion legislation, Benoît Cerexhe has
positioned Brussels as a leading city for business, open
to new forms of entrepreneurship.

Rue Capitaine Crespel 35
1050 Brussels

In 4 years’ time, over 40,000 net jobs have been created
in the Brussels-Capital Region. Brussels also ranks
amongst the cities with the highest rate of business
starts per habitant, despite the economic crisis.

In July 2009, Benoît Cerexhe was re-elected and remained
in office as Economy and Employment Minister. He will
continue his policy to attract businesses and bring jobs
to Brussels. During the constitution of the present Government of the Brussels-Capital Region, foreign trade
was added to Benoît Cerexhe’s attributions. This new
competence will allow him to further support Brussels
businesses in their development by aiming the foreign
trade policy at Brussels entrepreneurs looking for new
markets.

T: +32 2 508 79 11
F: +32 2 514 48 60
info@cerexhe.irisnet.be
www.cerexhe.irisnet.be

Alain DEMAEGD
Deputy Chief of Staff
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WALLOON REGION
Cabinet of the Minister of Economy and Vice President
of the Walloon Government
The Minister of Economy and Vice President of the
Walloon government, Jean-Claude Marcourt and his
cabinet are willing to pursuit the economic and social
development of Wallonia.

Wallonia wants to make from the sustainable development
a real opportunity to enhance our economy. A special
attention shall be paid to SME’s and New Technologies
which are also competencies of Minister Marcourt.

To the 5 clusters of competitiveness which have been
created under the Marshall Plan in the goal of creating a
solid economic and industrial environment (Transport &
Logistics, Health, Mechanical Engineering, Agro-Industry,
Aeronautics and Space Industry), a sixth one dedicated
to the green economy has been added.

Located in the centre of Europe, at the crossing point of
major roads, rivers, railways and air routes, Wallonia benefits from a high quality labor, free spaces for expansion
of new economic activities. All advantages that will be
assert by Minister Marcourt his team and the AWEX-OFI
while ensuring the Foreign Trade of the Region.

Rue Kéfer 2
5100 Jambes
T: +32 81 23 41 11
F: +32 81 23 42 55
jeanclaude.marcourt@gov.wallonie.be

www.jcmarcourt.be

Nathalie LAFONTAINE
Spokeswoman of
Minister Marcourt

David VALENTINY
Technology Adviser
to Minister Marcourt

Diane MIEVIS
Foreign Economic Adviser
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONCERNING BELGIAN PRODUCTS,
SERVICES AND TECHNIQUES, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH THE:
Trade Commissioner in MOSCOW:

Trade Commissioner in MOSCOW:

Economic and Commercial Representation
for the Flemish Region

Economic and Commercial Representation
for the Brussels-Capital Region and the Walloon Region

c/o Embassy of Belgium
Ulitsa Malaya Moltchanovka 7
121069 Moscow

c/o Embassy of Belgium
Ulitsa Malaya Moltchanovka 7
121069 Moscow

T: +7 495 695 81 36

T: +7 495 697 82 73

F: +7 495 695 82 50

F: +7 495 980 79 15

moscow@fitagency.com

info@bruwal.ru

André DE RIJCK

Nathalie STEFANOVIC
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONCERNING BELGIAN PRODUCTS,
SERVICES AND TECHNIQUES, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH THE:
Trade Commissioner in SAINT-PETERSBURG:

Trade Commissioner in NIZHNY NOVGOROD:

Economic and Commercial Representation for the Flemish
Region, the Walloon Region and the Brussels-Capital Region

Economic and Commercial Representation
for the Flemish Region and the Brussels-Capital Region

c/o Consulate General of Belgium
Saperny Pereulok 11
191014 Saint-Petersburg

Office 412, Kostina Street 4
603000 Nizhny Novgorod
T: +7 831 278 69 36

T: +7 812 579 40 08

F: +7 831 430 16 73

F: +7 812 579 59 54

nizhnynovgorod@fitagency.com

saintpetersburg@fitagency.com

Sara DECKMYN

Andrey EMELIYANOV
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CARLSON WAGONLIT TRAVEL CWT MEETINGS & EVENTS
Logistic organisation of the mission by:
Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT) is the Belgian and global
leader in travel retailing and travel management. CWT
is present in all segments of the travel industry (business travel, leisure travel, meeting & incentives and
wholesaling). Present in more than 150 countries, CWT
is the global leading travel management company and
serves companies of all sizes, as well as government
institutions and non-governmental organisations.

By leveraging both the expertise of its people and leadingedge technology, CWT helps clients derive the greatest
value from their travel program in terms of savings,
service and security, and provides best-in-class service
and assistance to travelers.
CWT is the first Belgian independent network of Travel
Agencies and proposes to its clients quality products as
well as trusted partners.
CWT Meetings & Events is one of the largest agencies
specialising in the organisation of trade missions, meetings, incentives, congresses and events.

Boulevard de la Woluwe 34
1200 Brussels
T: +32 2 258 50 00
F: +32 2 258 13 01
cblanc@carlsonwagonlit.be
www.carlsonwagonlit.be

Catherine BLANC
Manager

Ann NOEL
Account Manager
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Christel EISENKOLB
Travel Counsellor

Sabrina GRUMIAUX
Travel Counsellor
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Hotels of
the mission
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MOSCOW

SAINT-PETERSBURG

Lotte Hotel Moscow
8 bld. 2, Novinskiy Blvd
121099 Moscow

Corinthia Hotel Saint-Petersburg
Nevsky Prospect 57
Saint-Petersburg

T: +7 495 745 10 00

F: +7 495 287 05 55

T: +7 812 380 20 01

F: +7 812 380 19 37

stpetersburg@corinthia.ru

www.lottehotel.ru

www.corinthia.ru
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profile
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of Europe
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Belgium is a federal Kingdom, with three Regions (the Flemish region, the
Walloon Region and the Brussels-Capital Region) and three communities
(the Flemish, the French and the German Community).
Belgium has a population of 10.8 million inhabitants (2010) and is one of
the most densely populated states in Europe. Brussels is the capital of
Europe, with the headquarters of the European Commission, the Council
of Ministers and the European Parliament. Other major international
organisations, such as NATO, are also located in Brussels. As a result,
Brussels is the number two city in the world (after Washington) in terms
of number of accredited journalists, and fourth in terms of the number of
international meetings and seminars.
With a surface of 30,500 km2, Belgium is one of the smallest member
states of the European Union. Nevertheless, it is a significant player in
the world economy. GDP reached €339.0 billion in 2009 and an estimated
€355.2 billion in 2010. In line with global deceleration, growth drastically
slowed down towards the end of 2008 and was negative in 2009 (-2.7%).
In 2010, the Belgian economy recovered and an estimated growth rate of
2.0% was recorded.

Belgium is nevertheless a high income country, with a Gross National
Income (GNI) per capita of US$45.270 in 2009 (World Bank data).
According to the World Trade Organization (WTO), Belgium was, in 2009,
the 8th exporter of merchandise goods and the 13th exporter of commercial
services. In 2009, Belgium’s share in world merchandise exports was
3.0%. With a share of 2.8% in world imports of goods, Belgium ranked
10th among world importers.
For three years, Belgium has been holding the top position of the 2010 KOF
index of Globalization which measures the economic, social and political
dimensions of globalization.
As regards Foreign Direct Investments, Belgium was the 10th recipient
in the world in 2009 with US$33.8 billion. The continued presence in
Belgium of TNC (coordination centres), as well as the new tax incentives
that entered into force in January 2006 (notional interest deduction) play
an important role.
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TRADE RELATIONS WITH THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Belgium is indeed your ideal partner because of its strategic location in the heart of Europe,
its flourishing economy with stable growth and the unwavering confidence of consumers and investors.

Belgian exports to the
Russian Federation

Belgian imports from the
Russian Federation

2007

12 months

€ 3,268.3 million

2008

12 months

€ 3,621.9 million

2009

12 months

€ 2,236.1 million

2010

9 months

€ 2,490.2 million

2007

12 months

€ 4,871.6 million

2008

12 months

€ 5,492.0 million

2009

12 months

€ 3,964.6 million

2010

9 months

€ 4,668.6 million
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